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Abstract.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology, at the request of the

Federal Highway Administration, has conducted a study of potential appli-

cations of automation and robotics technology in construction, maintenance,

and operation of highway systems. The study included a workshop exploring

industry perceptions of needs and barriers to adoption, a workshop and a

literature search to assess current state of the art practices and trends, and

site visits by automation experts to typical highway worksites. Potential

technology opportunities were highlighted for short, medium, and long-term

efforts in a matrix of intersections between common highway jobs and areas

of current technological thrust. From among the opportunities identified, six

potential research areas were developed as specific proposals, and subjected

to life-cycle cost-benefits analysis. Four were projected to return significant

savings by comparison with current practice. Of these, two were identified

as also likely to return benefits of significant impact on total highway ex-

penditures and the national economy due to their ability to leverage savings

across large numbers of jobs or their effect on a large percentage of highway

traffic.
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Executive Summary.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology, at the request of the

Federal Highway Administration, has conducted a study of potential appli-

cations of automation and robotics technology in construction, maintenance,

and operation of highway systems. The study included a workshop exploring

industry perceptions of needs and barriers to adoption, a workshop and a

literature search to assess current state of the art practices and trends, and

site visits by automation experts to typical highway worksites.

The first volume of this report contains an overview of the study and the

methods employed, a summary of the principal results, several white papers

examining selected topics of interest, and a bibliographic study. A second

volume presents proposals for particular research possibilities developed by

the study panel, and a life-cycle cost-benefits anlysis of the proposed research

under the assumption the expected technological goals could be achieved.

The third volume contains proceedings of workshops organized to educate the

study panel with respect to the highway industry, and with respect to current

state of the art. A final volume contains the set of final research proposals

setting out specific studies with proposed delverables, support levels, and

timetables. Additional documents and videotapes included in the various

volumes are described in the summary of results.

The study was conducted by a group of automation and robotics experts from

academia and government. Some of the panelists additionally had civil engi-

neering backgrounds. The panel sought to gain an in-depth understanding of

issues and needs in the highway industry through meetings and discussions

with contractors, equipment manufacturers, materials suppliers, and state

DOT engineers, and through site visits to highway construction and main-

tenance sites and highway operations facilities. During the site visits, the

panelists also interviewed job-site supervisors and equipment operators, and

other personnel. The panel evaluated the current state of relevant technol-

ogy out of its own expertise, augmented by a search of the relevant literature

and an invited workshop focused on current research in the field, sponsored

jointly with the National Science Foundation.

From these resources, the panel identified a variety of highway industry op-
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portunities for automation, and correlated these with research and develop-

ment opportunities suggested by the current state of the art in automation

and robotics. These potential areas of contact were organized into a matrix

of research opportunities, which the panel then further classified in terms

of its estimate of the potential for near-term, medium-term and long-term

efforts to achieve the necesary research or development goals.

A principal goal of the study was to identify a selection of specific research

proposals and to evaluate their potential benefit to problem areas of the

highway industry. The panel selected six potential research programs for

detailed evaluation. Specific research projects were defined, and the technical

objectives sought were interpreted in terms of their perceived benefits for

highway work. These proposals were submitted to the Civil Engineering

Research Foundation (CERE) for a study of life-cycle cost-benefits, under the

assumption that the technical objectives could be met. CERE performed the

analysis with the assistance of a group of engineering professionals from State

DOTs, industry, and academia. Qualitative and quantitative information was

gathered and analysed, and costing was estimated for typical scenarios using

current and proposed methods.

Four of the proposals were projected to provide significant economic improve-

ments over current practice. Of these, two were judged capable of providing

significant benefits to the national economy and traveling public at large by

virtue of the leveraging effect of large-scale highway construction, mainte-

nance, and operations issues on their estimated benefits. Some of the pro-

posals were augmented, modified, or withdrawn following the cost-benefits

analysis, and all those remaining were reformulated as specific programs of

research in the form of proposals for research support, with specific timelines,

efforts, deliverables, and support levels.

2
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Overview Of The Study.

1 Origin.

The Office of Avanced Research of the United States Department of Transportation,

Federal Highway Administration, under the direction of Mr. Thomas Pasko, has the mis-

sion “To plan, administer, conduct, and coordinate fundamental research and innovative

adaptations for emerging and advanced technologies which have potential for long-range

applications in the highway program.” In pursuit of this mission, the Office of Advanced

Research contracted with the Robot Systems Division of the National Institute of Stan-

dards and Technology to conduct a study of the potential applications of automation and

robotics technologies to relevant problems in highway construction, maintenance, and

operations which might be beneficially advanced by FHWA activities. The study was

planned and coordinated by Dr. Charles Woo of FHWA, and carried out by personnel of

NIST, together with consultants from the Civil Engineering Research Foundation, Robotic

Technology, Inc., Carnegie Mellon University, Purdue University, Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute, and University of North Carolina State.

2 Rationale.

The nation’s highways are a very major component of the national infrastructure. It

is widely acknowledged that there is a developing general crisis in maintenance of the

American civil infrastructure. Highways, bridges, sewers, railroads, harbors and public

buildings built in the 1950s and 1960s are wearing out, while federal spending on infras-

tructure has fallen from roughly 5 percent of all U.S. budget outlays in the 1960s to less

than 3 percent in the late 1980s. The results are starting to show. The U.S. Department

of Transportation, for example, estimates that Americans spend more than 2 billion hours

tied up in traffic on urban highways each year - delays that cost the nation $35 billion in

lost interstate commerce.

Research by David Aschauer, a former senior economist at the Chicago Federal Reserve

Bank, concludes that “there is a distinct positive relationship between infrastructure and

productivity”, and that “the drop-off in infrastructure spending is clearly a significant

factor in the nation’s sagging productivity growth.” U.S. News and World Report says

that “even conservative studies suggest that a one-time investment of $20 billion to im-

prove roads, airports, and other core infrastructure would raise the output of the nation’s

businesses by $13 billion every year thereafter and ratchet up the productivity of existing

assets.”

Clearly a major new investment needs to be made in the American infrastructure. At

issue, is how to make this investment pay the highest dividend in terms of increased pro-



ductivity. There are enormous productivity benefits to be derived from the development

of improved methods of civil construction to increase the efficiency and reduce the cost

of the work required. The single greatest opportunity lies in adapting the principles of

industrial automation to the field of civil construction. Successfuly accomplished, this

would provide an enabling technology which could leverage the existing investment of the

civil construction industry in machines and personnel, and could apply as beneficially to

repair of existing infrastructure as to new construction. Because essentialy similar prob-

lems and procedures in highway construction and maintenance span enormous distances

and vast amounts of invested capital, the nation’s highway system presents a magnificent

opportunity to approach these goals through the solution of a relatively restricted set of

problems.

It is overly simplistic to conceive of this simply in terms of robotics applied to construction

machinery; successful accomplishment requires the broad perspective of true automation.

The lessons of industrial automation have taught us that robotics is successful only when

combined with design for automation, automated planning, integrated materials flow,

automated measurement and inspection, standard database and data exchange formats,

and a variety of other technologies now emerging in the U.S., Europe, and Japan as

necessary constituents of the automation process. Such a broad-spectrum approach to

the automation of the highway construction industry can not only address the problem

of the public cost of maintaining the American highway infrastructure, but can have

beneficial impact on the American economy in many other ways as well.

3 General Economic Benefits.

Beyond the great benefit of reducing the cost of maintaining the public infrastructure,

the following benefits may be expected from rapid application of automation to higway

construction:

• Advances in automation for highway construction can revitalize the American high-

way construction industry and a host of derivative industries. Aided by advanced

technology, these industries will not only become more profitable, but will also be

more competitive in the global construction market.

• Jobs can be created. The evidence of automation in manufacturing shows that the

ultimate result of improved efficiency through automation is to create new jobs, new

industries, and higher-skilled jobs.

• Productivity can be increased significantly in a major section of the American econ-

omy, thereby contributing significant real growth in GNP.

• The market for high-technology automation services and equipment created by au-

tomation of the highway construction industry will provide a stimulus to lagging

U.S. high-teghnology industries.



• The development of new generations of equipment for automated construction will

support American export markets.

A major research initiative addressing these issues, as well as improved automated de-

vices and processes, is required, and could quickly pay substantial dividends in improved

efficiency and cost savings. However, the highway construction industry in the United

States consists of many, non-vertically integrated components. Many of these are small

sub-contractors. Others specialize in various kinds of equipment manufacture or materials

handling. In such an environment, no single participant nor industry segment will have

the opportunity or resources to develop the necessary technology. The Federal govern-

ment, through its laboratories and its agencies for the regulation and oversight of civil

construction, does have the necessary breadth of experience and skills to direct and sup-

port the development of this technology in the national interest. The Federal government,

directly, and indirectly through subsidies to state and local governments, is also a major

consumer of this industry’s product. It is thus in a position to accelerate the adoption of

new technologies by the industry. Given a problem of this scale, a coordinated program

of research, having the necessary scale and breadth to address the issues cited, can only

be mounted by a Federal research initiative, in cooperation with the relevant segments of

the civil construction industry.

The first objective of such a program must be to identify and provide the range of technolo-

gies which must be brought together for a successful transition of the highway construction

industry from its present status to that of a high-technology, automated industry. The
second objective must be to ensure that the necessary standards and other requirements

for integrating these technologies exist. The third objective must be to transfer this tech-

nology and its integration effectively into the industry. The present study attempts to

begin this process by investigating the opportunities presented by the conjunction of cur-

rent industrial automation technology with current highway construction and maintenance

practices. It attempts to identify both targets of opportunity for immediate application

of existing technology, and the most highly-leveraged opportunities for research which can

extend that technology into the highway arena.

4 Technical Approach.

The current state of the art in robotics and automation has been driven to a very large

degree by the requirements and environment of manufacturing applications. At the out-

set, it was recognized that there are many similarities between problems addressed by

automation in factory-based manufacture, and activities common to highway construc-

tion, maintenance, and operation. Construction is a form of manufacture. In the instance

of highways, maintenance as well is often similar to manufacture, since repair frequently

requires that roadways and structures be essentially re-constructed. Additionaly, how-

ever, maintenance may require special procedures such as stripping of old paint, which



present specialized problems. Operations, for example management of traffic around con-

struction sites, can have underlying similarities to such traditional problems as managing

manufacturing materials flow, but other issues such as trash collection appear novel.

Because of the structural similarity of construction equipment to much automated robotic

equipment, it is initially tempting to suppose that the addition of robotic controls to such

equipment in an attempt to convert the construction site to something similar to an

automated factory might be a reasonable first approach. Several considerations argue

against this. At the level of physical devices, the great difference between the highway-

site problem and traditional automated manufacturing problems lies in the degree of

structure that can be imposed on the environment. In the factory, the position and

orientation of' materials is easily constrained, the timing of parts presentation can be

controlled, tolerances can be rigidly specified, and the completion-time of operations is

invariant. These conditions are hardly ever found in the field.

The technical means to cope with these difficulties exist to greater or lesser degree in

current robotics technology. What is required in principle to solve such problems is more

elaborate sensing, e.g., machine vision, to ascertain the actual state of affairs, and more

flexible and intelligent control systems to correct the devices’ actions to compensate for

variance in the situation. Unfortunately, these technologies, where they even exist with

sufficient capability, are very costly. Real-time vision systems and computers capable of

guiding flexible real-time behavior represent substantial investment. Additionally, devices

which achieve such capability are typically not robust enough for daily field usage. On
the other hand, at the organizational level, the problems of planning and scheduling,

inventory control, task assignment, resource utilization, database management, and other

tools of automation appear formally quite similar to those routinely encountered in factory

automation, provided that the physical means exist to collect information and to project

action based on decisions.

In light of these considerations, it was decided that the most reasonable technical objec-

tives for the present study would be:

• To identify highway practices currently within the competence of available robotics

technology, or reasonable extensions to that technology, in which current highway

industry practice is especially costly or difficult, e.g., for reasons of safety or environ-

mental considerations, and which would therefore represent a cost-effective target

for even complex physical automation.

• To identify highway practices, e.g., some rebar placement and tying operations, in

which the constraints on the environment can be made to approximate those existing

in factory environments, and to seek means to apply factory-robotics technology to

such situations in a manner that would be cost-competitive with current methods.

• To investigate opportunities for retro-fitting existing highway industry practice and

devices with minimal-cost sensing and control, including man-in-loop control, in

order to collect the information and project the decision-implementation required



to apply factory-level and cell-level automated planning, process-management, and

control technology in the highway environment.

• To identify opportunities for application or development of robotics technologies not

currently employed in factory automation, where highway industry practices present

unique new operations or processes that might be automated.

This set of objectives was intended to leverage existing expertise and knowledge accu-

mulated in the factory automation experience of the last two decades, while avoiding the

tendency to over-generalize and fail to recognize the unique challenges of the highway

industry and its special problems. They were further interpreted within the context of

FHWA’s desire to identify both near-term and longer-term opportunities for impactful

research, and to identify opportunities for stand-alone demonstration projects that could

serve to catalyse interest of the highway industry and state and local governments in

automation for highway programs.

Finally, it was intended that the study should become cognizant of, and build upon, the

considerable body of work already done in this area, and the numerous contributions of

other groups that have already studied various aspects of the issue.

4.1 Methods and Activites.

A study panel was assembled from NIST, academic, and industry resources. The makeup
of the panel was chosen to reflect a broad-based expertise in various aspects of automation

and robotics. Additionally, some members of the panel had relevant expertise in highway

and general construction areas. One of the principal goals of the succeeding phases of the

study was to educate the panel members as broadly as possible in the unique problems of

the highway industry. Without such education it was assumed that the recommendations

of the automation experts would likely be creative, but naive. Three major objectives of

this education phase were 1) to gain familiarity with current technology, procedures, and

practices used in highway construction, maintenance, and operations, 2) to understand

the structure of the industry, its current practices and methods of doing business, and the

regulatory climate in which it functions, and to try to understand barriers to adoption of

automated methods, 3) to review the current state of the art with respect to applications

of automation in this industry.

To address the first need. Dr. Woo of FHWA arranged three held trips for members

of the panel. These took place in early 1993 and were hosted by the state DOTs of

Texas, Georgia, and California. All three visits covered two days and included site-

tours, meetings, and discussions. The sites visited illustrated a variety of construction

activities, including surveying, several kinds of paving operations, bridge construction

and decking, rebar laying, grading and filling, trenching and pipelaying, and materials

handling. Maintenance operations included stripping and painting, re-paving, bridge-

repair, pavement inspection, and traffic control. A half day was spent during the Los



Angeles visit touring the Los Angeles Traffic Control Center and discussing operations

issues. Additionally, the panel members were able to view videotapes of other sites and

operations provided by Dr. Tom West of CALTRANS.

The second need, an understanding of issues in the industry, emerges from the lessons

of the last two decades in factory automation projects. The mistakes of the past reveal

the ease with which the wrong targeting of problems can nullify the contribution of the

most brilliant technical innovation. It is necessary to understand automatable processes

in the context of the total chain of production in which they are imbedded, and to under-

stand the economics of their contribution to that context. It is also frequently necessary

to consider such non-technical barriers to adoption as labor displacement, human inter-

faces, regulatory and safety requirements, and environmental issues to evaluate the true

potential, costs and contributions of potential automation projects.

Accordingly, to help the panel members understand these issues in the highway construc-

tion industry, a one-day workshop was held on November 4th, 1992, hosted jointly by

NIST and FHWA, and attended by representatives of the highway construction indus-

try including general contractors, major sub-contractors in important specialties, major

equipment manufacturers and materials suppliers. Approximately seventy people were

present. The meeting was arranged by the Robot Systems Division, and moderated by

Dr. Richard Wright, Director of NIST’s Building and Fire Research Laboratory. The
meeting explored those issues which the industry saw as the principal problems driving

their costs, deadlines, and quality control. In addition to the panel members, technical

participants from FHWA and NIST, and outside technical experts attended the meeting as

consultants. The panel members attempted to categorize and rank the issues raised, and

to formulate them into guidance for interpreting the potential impact of the automation

opportunities observed in the subsequent site visits.

A second meeting with contractors was arranged by the Texas DOT following the first

site visit. At this meeting the panelists had the opportunity in a small-group format to

ask specific questions about the operations they had seen and the potential contribution

of automating them. They were able to hear the contractors’ viewpoint on the business

consequences and barriers to adoption of both specific proposals and general issues of

automation. Many issues related to economic incentives and regulatory and labor concerns

were discussed.

The third portion of the effort to understand the background of the problem, a review

of the current state of the art, was first addressed by mounting a literature search and

a technical workshop. Robotic Technology, Inc., conducted a search of trade association

publications and journals, on-line databases, the Library of Congress, and university li-

braries. Several hundred directly-relevant and closely related items were identified which

applied to FHWA concerns or closely-related topics. Items which related to research on

technologies which could be applied to FHWA concerns, but which did not specifically

allude to such applications were omitted, as this would potentially have included the en-

tirety of the research literature in automation, machine vision, robotics, and similar fields.



As a check on the search strategy, a list of keywords was developed from the literature

discovered, and a second contract was let to a search-specialist from the Institute for Sci-

entific Information, who performed a three-day breadth-oriented search on the keywords

from their database which covers most of the world’s publications. This search returned

2500 items, of which most were false positives. No important or not marginally-relevant

items were returned which were not in the original search. It was concluded that the

initial search has found the majority of the relevant material. Copies of the search were

made available to the panelists early in the study.

To further understand the current state of relevant technology, a second workshop was

conducted in late April of 1993. This workshop focused on current research, and the

attendees consisted primarily of academic and industrial scientists from the automation

and civil engineering communities. The workshop was sponsored jointly with the Na-

tional Science Foundation. The first day focused specifically on issues relating to highway

construction maintenance and operations. The second and third days focused on tech-

nologies rather than applications, and covered the general area of robotics and automation

applied to earthmoving, tunneling, site characterization, excavation, and materials han-

dling. Many interesting papers were heard, and it was the consenus that most participants

were substantially benefited from exposure to the current state of the art across a broad

inter-disciplinary front. On the evening of the first day a discussion session was held at

which the panel presented their preliminary proposals for highway automation projects

to the participants for criticism and comment. A lively discussion ensued which resulted

in several improvements to the proposed studies.

4.2 Proposals and Evaluation.

The ideas stimulated by these activities were summarized in a matrix of perceived op-

portunities for near-term to long-term efforts, categorized by area of highway concern

and area of automation technology. Out of these general areas, perceived to have high

potential payoff in terms of match between current or anticipated levels of automation

technology and benefits to the highway industry, the panel selected a number of specific

problems. These problems were selected to cover a representative range of time-scales and

scope.

Individuals or small groups of the panelists then proposed research programs which in

their opinion would address these issues. These pre-proposals focused on the nature of

the research and the expected benefits to the highway industry. To evaluate the actual

potential benefits of the proposed research programs and to attempt to assign an esti-

mated dollar value to these benefits, the Civil Engineering Research Foundation (CERF)
was given a contract to identify appropriate experts in the civil engineering community

and assess their reactions to the proposals and to perform such other studies as neces-

sary to draw conclusions on the expected benefits. CERF prepared questionnaires and

descriptive mailings in consultation with NIST, evaluated responses, and held meetings

with representative respondees for in-depth discussion of the issues. CERF performed an



analysis of these results which was given as feedback to the panel of automation experts.

Based on this feedback the panel made what revisions seemed appropriate to the propos-

als and prepared final forms of the proposals including estimates of time and cost for the

proposed work.

At the same time, Robotic Technology, Inc., in consultation with CERF, developed an

analysis of important factors for evaluation of true costs and benefits, which obviously

may include many factors other than those ammenable to a strict accounting interpreta-

tion. The proposals, the CERF report, and the evaluation factors developed by Robotic

Technology, Inc., together constitute a principal result of the study, which are presented

in detail in the various appendices.

5 Results.

The principal results of the study, contained in several reports included as part of this

document, were:

• A bibliography of the current relevant literature, including a brief review of some of

the major projects covered in the literature.

• A general summary of the panel’s impressions of the current state of the “fit” be-

tween automation and robotics technology and the needs and problems of the high-

way industry. The issues highlighted are summarized in the matrix of technological

opportunities. Problems foreseen in adoption are also discussed.

• Several specific areas are further discussed in “white papers” which report more

broadly on the relevance of these issues as a guide to further thinking in considering

research needs. These represent topics which were found by the panel to be of broad

importance across many issues of automation in the highway industry. Additionally,

this section contains a report prepared by Robotic Technology Inc. surveying the

state of Exoskeleton technology with respect to possible applications for highway

construction and maintenance workers.

• The proposals for research programs in selected technologies, together with the

CERF analysis of benefits and the study of evaluation criteria.

• A set of final proposals for particular research programs with specific deliverables

and timescales.
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Summary of Results.

This section provides a guide to the various documents comprising the study,

and a brief summary of their principal conclusions. Additionaly, in the first

section, some global impressions which were obtained by members of the

panel over the course of the study, and which are not directly contained

in any one document are presented as a general guide and framework for

interpretation of particular findings in other sections of the report.

1 General Findings.

The members of the study panel participated in a number of events focused

on educating the panel with respect to current practice and state of the art in

the highway industry, and with respect to the perceived needs and concerns

of persons in all phases of that industry. These events included a workshop

at which the panel members were able to interact with industry representa-

tives, including contractors, materials suppliers, equipment manufacturers,

and state DOT personnel. At the workshop, general sessions explored the

reactions and concerns of the attendees to many issues in automation of

their areas of expertise; smaller discussion groups provided brainstorming on

particular topics. In three field trips, members of the panel visited highway

worksites, and observed a variety of common activities in construction, main-

tenance, and operations first hand. On these field trips the panel members

had the opportunity to speak with foremen, equipment operators, and other

workers on the job. Additionaly, discussions were held with local contractors

and with local state DOT engineers.

Out of these activities, the panel formed a number of impressions concerning

issues and conditions in the highway industry with respect to automation.

These impressions were influential in guiding the panel’s technical proposals

which are presented later in the report, but are not specifically contained in

those proposals.
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1.1 Barriers to Acceptance.

Self-evidently, the success of an automation revolution in the highway in-

dustry will depend on widespread adoption of new technology. A number of

current conditions appear to act as barriers to acceptance of new technolo-

gies. In general, it is beyond the panelists’ expertise to propose solutions to

these problems, but it is worthwhile to point them out so that others may
be motivated to address them.

• Regulatory Climate: The panel was repeatedly told of problems pre-

sented by conflict of proposed technologies with a variety of Federal,

state, and local regulations. The industry is highly regulated, and in

many cases the regulations have been written in a manner which implic-

itly assumes the current model of industry practice. Such regulations

present a barrier to the introduction of new practices, methods, and

technologies. Of particular concern are regulations which have been so-

written as to actually incorporate references to specific, current tech-

nology in setting standards for acceptance, procedures for testing and

inspection, or safety-related requirements.

• Structure of the Industry: The American highway industry is hori-

zontally structured. Typically, contractors, sub-contractors, equipment

manufacturers, and materials suppliers are all independent businesses.

This contrasts with the situation in countries such as Japan, where a

construction corporation is frequently a vertically-structured business

that may develop and produce its own equipment. As a result, Ameri-

can equipment manufacturers are reluctant to spend development costs

on new equipment which may present too high a risk for the small con-

tractors who are their principal customer base. The American highway

industry was characterized as an industry in which, “Everyone is trying

hard to be second.” The fragmented nature of the industry thus disin-

clines Arms to adopt technology which has not already been proven to

be profitable by someone else. This indicates a potential importance

for demonstration projects as a means of speeding adoption of new

technologies.
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• Contracting Practices: In typical practice, a multitude of small in-

dependent contractors are involved in any large project. Often this

includes not only firms speciallizing in different phases of project activ-

ities, but also firms of the same sort operating in different geographic

areas, such as sections of right of way. This is not a great problem

so long as overall project optimization is not attempted on short and

intermediate time scales. However, one of the greatest benefits of au-

tomation in manufacturing has been just such ’real-time’ optimization

made possible by computerized measurement and control. Site-wide

project integration, a major tool of automation for efficient operations,

will be impeded by contracting practices which build islands of inde-

pendent responsibility into project organization.

Additionally the panel was frequently told that current contracting

procedures, even where incentive clauses have been tried, often pro-

vide little incentive for the contractors to expend money to adopt new

methods that provide such benefits as greater efficiency, reduced waste,

reduced traffic disruption, improved quality, or even reduced time to

completion. In particular, little incentive appears to exist for con-

tractors to adopt methods that may reduce project life-cycle costs, as

opposed to intial costs. In part these practices appear to arise from

the lack of methods, until now, for giving contractors viable means to

achieve these results.

The panel noted that many important tools and technologies for automation,

particularly including automated methods for design, planning, measure-

ment, and electronic information transfer are already commercially available

to the highway industry, but are not widely adopted. While certain groups

are making use of such methods, industry penetration appears to be much
slower than is typical in the manufacturing sector. Factors such as those just

mentioned, rather than any lack of applicability of atuomated methods to

the industry, may explain this phenomenon.
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1.2 Industry Needs.

The results of the industry workshop focused the panel members’ attention

on a number of perceived needs of the highway industry which were further

amplified in the site-visits and other discussions. In general, these are not so

much different in kind from concerns to which automation has been applied in

other industries as different in emphasis and importance. This was a principal

influence on the panelists’ reccomendations from among the multitude of

possible projects and technologies which could be considered. Some of the

chief issues which were pointed out were:

• Safety: Highway construction, operations, and maintenance are inher-

ently dangerous environments. Moreover, the unstructured nature of

these environments compared to the typical factory environment makes

control of dangerous conditions far more difficult. Aside from human-

itarian concerns, injury represents a major economic issue in terms of

lost productivity, health care costs, workers compensation, liability, lit-

igation, and insurance. Automated methods for sensing and detecting

danger, reacting to and controlling dangerous conditions, and removing

humans from inherently dangerous situations are desired. This concern

creates niche environments for fully-automated devices and teleoper-

ated devices where they might not be otherwise justified on economic

grounds of increased efficiency or quality.

• Labor: Labor costs were reported to be a more significant factor in

the highway industry than in the manufacturing industries, perhaps in

part due to the already-automated nature of most large manufacturing

industries. At the same time, the typical jobs performed by human
labor in highway tasks is far less structured than is the case in factory

situations. As a result, it is not likely that current or foreseeable au-

tomation technolgy will be able to provide any wholesale reduction in

the highway labor force through devices that directly replace humans.

Rather, opportunities exist for increasing the efficiency of human la-

bor through automated assistance. Possibilities range from automated

planning for efficient use of workforce to teleoperated devices with par-

tial automation of operator functions.
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• Equipment: The industry is generally attuned to the value of im-

proved equipment. However, a general consenus appeared to be that

there is a great reluctance on the part of contractors or equipment rental

firms to invest heavily in radical new technologies, and a disinclination

to abondon existing heavy investments in current equipment. There are

exceptions where a particular problem is seen as currently inadequately

adressed by existing equipment, and these provide opportunities for

the adoption of wholly new equipment technologies. However, in gen-

eral, industry representatives expressed a desire for improved equip-

ment technology in the form of add-ons or attachments which could

be retro-fitted to existing equipment. This matches well with current

automation technology, which can provide sensing, computer control,

and enhanced operator interfaces that are easily retro-fitted to existing

equipment at costs that are low in proportion to heavy equipment costs

once development has been amortized.

• Operational Efficiency: This was seldom mentioned explicitly by

the panel’s industry contacts. However, it became the panel’s consen-

sus that a variety of specific issues repeatedly mentioned were facets

of an overall need for enhanced efficiency of operations. Opportuni-

ties for automation technology addressing these needs include tech-

niques of design for automation, automated planning and scheduling,

dynamic as opposed to static optimization of operations, computerized

site-integration, automated materials tracking, networked access to de-

sign and scheduling databases, and a variety of similar technologies

long-used in other industries.

These and other less-frequently mentioned industry needs formed a back-

ground perception of the problems and opportunities facing automation of

the highway industry as the panel considered possible specific problems and

technologies in a search for recommended research and development pro-

grams.
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2 Potential Automation Technologies for Re-

search.

Working from the perspective developed in the workshops and site-visits,

the panel discussed the spectrum of technologies which might be fruitfully

applied to the highway industry, both today, and after various amounts of

future research and development effort. The views and recommendations of

the panel were compiled by Dr. Arthur Sanderson and summarized in two

figures discussed here.

The matrix in Figure la presents in graphic form the intersection that the

panel found between areas of potential application for robotics and automa-

tion in highway construction, maintenance, and operations on the one hand,

and the state of current technology on the other. The potential areas for

research are broken down in figure lb into Near-Term, Medium-Term, and

Long-Term opportunities. Near-Term implies that the basic technologies ex-

ist today, and that the effort required would be to integrate and apply these

technologies to specific highway problems of interest to FHWA. Near-Term

work is thought to be feasible in an 18-month time frame. Medium-Term
work indicates that the panel believes that most technologies required for

the application are available, but that some research is required for further

technological development. This indicates that the general principles are

thought to be understood and applicable to the task, but that some gaps in

our understanding will have to be filled, and problems in application remain

to be identified and solved. Experimentation will be required. Medium-Term
work is estimated to require a time-frame up to three years. Long-Term work

is that which the panel believes represents feasible targets for in-depth re-

search studies aimed at discovering new and improved methods which will

extend our technology in the directions required to apply it to the indicated

problems. Time estimates for this sort of work must be open-ended, but the

areas selected indicate those where the panel’s professional opinion is that

the research ought to be successful within five years.
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1.

SHORT TERM
• Tying rebar - especially on concrete beds.
• Weighing concrete to monitor flow during concrete paving.

• Improve pipe manipulation in trench ~ reduce human hazard.

• Safety sensors around machines.
• Exploit current database standards.

• Add force feedback to machines.
• Expert systems for project costing.

• Automated planning and scheduling of rebar assembly operations.

2.

MEDIUM TERM
• Site location system ~ enhance human operator.

• Automated pipe laying and filling in trench.

• Real-time monitor of compaction ~ soil and asphalt.

• Site layout and materials flow scheduling system.
• “Soft" links between machines for control and Integration.

• Graphical display of project information system - human interface and
monitoring.

• Prototype project information system - iinked to design database.
• Road surface visual inspection.

• Apply design-for-assembly to rebar structures.

• Computer aids to traffic rerouting during job planning.

• Demonstration of two-machine cooperative manipulation.

• Tomographic inspection of bridge columns.
• Machines with exchangeable tools.

• Demonstration of concurrent engineering bridge designed for inspection and
maintenance.

• Study of safety issues related to humans in the workspace of automated
systems.

3.

LONG TERM
• Automatically guided vehicles using site location system.
• Common database exchange format for site, materials, and operations.

• Real-time control of compaction.
• Integration of design database to planning and scheduling ~ Project

Information Systems.
• Multimachine coordination by networking and distributed control.

• Automated on-site assembly of rebar structures.

• Bridge inspection and repair.

• Life-cycle concurrent engineering for construction, maintenance, and repair of

selected projects, e.g. bridges, trenches and piping.

• Design with improved, smart and environmentally sound, materials to

enhance automation and maintenance.

Figure lb





3 Literature Search

In order to determine what efforts have already been made, or are under way,

NIST contracted for a literature search which was completed early in the

program and made available to the panel. The bibliography developed was

updated throughout the course of the study. The bibliography, together with

a discussion highlighting some significant representative published efforts is

presented as a volume of this report.

In general, it was found that when the search excludes general research in

automation technologies per se, such as “machine vision” or “artificial intelli-

gence”, and instead focusses on research and development aimed specifically

at highway applications, the literature is surprisingly sparse. Even using

a fairly broad definition of articles of interest, the literature appears to be

comprised of several hundred published studies within the ten-year cutoff

employed. This was confirmed with a broadly-defined computerized search

of the entire technical literature base which yielded thousands of studies, only

a few of which were both relevant and not contained in the initial directed

search.

A second result is that a majority of the issues which the panel found likely

candidates for research have been addressed in one form or another by others,

not always with great success. On the one hand, it is encouraging that the

panel’s perception of significant intersections between technological possibil-

ities and highway industry needs is confirmed in the perception of others.

On the other hand, it is discouraging that these efforts have not had more

impact than they have. Two conclusions which we draw from this are that

careful consideration must be given to cost/benfits analysis of any proposed

study, and that the effort cannot end with a successful research outcome.

The sponsoring agency must follow through with an active program to in-

form and assist the highway industry in adopting the results of demonstrably

sucessful and cost-effective programs.
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4 Specific Opportunities.

Six specific proposals were put forward by the panel for evaluation of ac-

tual benefits. These problems have both long and short-term aspects, and

in several cases the proposed work spans more than one time frame, with

various benefits appearing at each stage. Some represent potential individ-

ual research programs, others represent possible large demonstration projects

by consortia of investigators. They represent a selection, from the areas of

study indicated in the matrix presented above, which the panel members felt

were the most timely from the standpoint of a ’’quick hit” wherein the cur-

rent state of the art in automation appears to mesh with significant issues in

highway construction and maintenance. The proposals were presented and

discussed at a special session of the technological workshop on automation

for highway issues held by the panel in May of 1993, and revised on the basis

of that discussion before presentation for cost/benefit analysis.

These proposals are summarized here, and their rational and anticipated

benfits are inidcated. The volume of proposals presented to the Civil Engi-

neering Research Foundation for analysis contains a more detailed discussion

of each, prepared by various members of the panel.

4.1 Site Integration.

The primary objective of this work would be to very substantially reduce the

construction time on highway projects, perhaps by as much as 50%, through

the use of automation techniques now employed in manufacturing. Com-
puterized design databases exist today which can be used as the basis of

automated planning, scheduling and logistical control of materials and re-

sources. Advanced control techniques can be used to dynamically reschedule

the equipment on a site, as well as to coordinate the arrival of materials and

relocation of men and equipment based on the current state of the site. In the

short term, using design databases, survey databases, and on-site data entry,

it is possible to do real-time global optimization of projects with man-in-the-

loop interfaces, including equipment deployment and scheduling, and delivery
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of materials. Other advantages would include reduced materials waste and

automated collection of data for as-built databases. The fundamental re-

quirement is gathering and distributing information in a timely manner to

optimize work for the entire site rather than just a small part of it.

Longer-term efforts could extend to semi-automated control of grading and

materials-placement directly from plans and survey data through advanced

operator interfaces, or to automated sensing and control of interactions be-

tween pieces of equipment, such as between trucks and concrete-spreaders/asphalt

pavers, or between front-end loaders and bulldozers or graders.

4.2 Automated Bridge Decking.

The goal of this work would be to substantially reduce time and manpower

required to deck or re-deck bridges, while improving quality and reducing the

need for rework. The aim of this proposed national demonstration project

would be to show that it is possible to incrementally add automated capa-

bilities to today’s technology in order to achieve this goal. Existing screeds

used in bridge work already provide a basic, globally-referenced, physical

platform. With this device as the common integrating target, researchers

at many institutions could work towards implementing automated functions

such as:

1. Subgrade inspection using photometric, range, and strain-gauge sen-

sors.

2. Computer-aided design, organization, and tracking of rebar.

3. Laying down rebar, either individually or in sheets, including laying

down the supports needed for the rebar.

4. Automated tying of rebar.

5. Monitoring concrete supply flow with respect to the subgrade profile

and the design specification by use of optical, ranging, and strain-gauge

sensors.
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6. Inspection of the concrete slab immediately behind the screed to au-

tomatically correct pits or voids, and control overall deck profile to

conform to specifications.

7. Other floating and tining operations automatically carried out and in-

spected.

4.3 Automated trenching and pipelaying.

This proposal would attempt to automate most phases of the trenching and

pipelaying process through the use of sensors, automation controllers, and

smart end-effectors for equipment. The advantages which would result from

accomplishing these objectives include the automation of all in-trench oper-

ations to remove humans from trench which would greatly increase safety,

and permit the cutting of minimum-width trenches to reduce time and de-

crease interference with adjoining structures, utilities, or landscape; the re-

duction of damage to buried utilities; increased efficiency of machines and

operators; reduction of survey and site-layout time, and automatic creation

of as-built databases for future utility maps. The proposed research would

bring together in one specific application area many of the automation con-

cepts from manufacturing which can be applied to construction work in the

field. In addition, it proposes specific retro-fittable devices which can be used

to increase the versatility of traditional equipment such as backhoe excava-

tors. The inherent safety problems of trenching operations suggest this as a

high-profile area for potential demonstrations of automated technology.

4.4 Bridge inspection and maintenance.

Develop improved alternatives to ’’Snoopers” for poistioning and manipuilat-

ing automated bridge inspection and maintenance operations. Elimination

of workers from paint-stripping environments, and improved containment of

lead-based paint and shot are examples of potential advantages of automa-

tion. In the short term, advanced control techniques can provide coordinated

motion for devices adapted from existing machines. In the longer term,
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wholly-new forms of robotic devices could be designed for delivery of many
inspection and maintenance services. Such machines would be programmed

from databases describing each bridge. The bridge databases would be devel-

oped originally from ” as-built” databases, which in turn would be developed

during construction by noting deviations from ’’as-designed” databases gen-

erated during design. Each time a bridge is repaired or otherwise modified,

an new ”as-is” database would be generated. These ”as-is” databases would

constitute the input from planning and scheduling bridge repair, and for pro-

gramming the robots to perform various functions such as inspection, paint

stripping, and repainting.

Advanced robotic devices might be able to crawl along over and under

bridges, automatically performing routine inspection, paint stripping, and re-

painting chores. Large bridges might have specially designed robots. Robots

might be specially designed for classes of smaller bridges. Such robots might

crawl along a bridge and its associated support structures and monitor a

number of parameters that are a measure of the health of the bridge, such as

macro-scale deformations, acoustic emissions, ultrasonic echo examination,

paint condition, and chemical detection of corrosion.

4.5 Automated Pavement Inspection and Repair.

Currently human experts are required to visually inspect road surfaces. Many
attempts have been made to apply machine vision to this process due to the

very large amount of inspection that must be performed, but none has yet

been sufficiently successful. The objective of this proposal is to develop an

inspection system for roadway defects such as cracks with performance better

than that of human inspectors. The minimum detectable crack size would be

less, so that preventive maintenance could be carried out earlier, leading to

increased savings in repairs. Quantitative measures of performance,detection

rate, and false-alarm rate, could be accurately characterized. The goal would

be to carry out the inspection (and, for defects of limited severity, the repair)

at highway speeds. Much more roadway than the currently limited sample

could be inspected, and, if repair could be carried out simultaneously, in-

spection and repair would become a one-pass operation with no need for
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road closing.

4.6 Temporary bridging.

Deployment of modular temporary bridging systems by automated means

could provide several classes of benefits associated with different time-frames

of technological development.

NEAR TERM - Temporary bridging for traffic diversion around bridge re-

pairs can be placed with increased speed and efficiency by integrating existing

new technologies for modular bridging with recently-developed robot crane

technology which provides stable control of heavy lifting in six degrees of

freedom.

MID TERM - Rapid and ecologically non-invasive bridging of wetlands dur-

ing construction of new bridging could be accomplished with further exten-

sion of these technologies. The suspended Stewart platform crane technol-

ogy can emplace lightweight modular bridging over ecologically-sensitive sites

with little or no footprint. The net benefit would include elimination of costly

reconstruction of damaged habitats, as well as minimal ecological intrusion.

LONG TERM - Relocateable temporary bridging to carry traffic over high-

way repair sites is an idea with a long history. Until recently the technology

to make such proposals realistic has not existed. It now appears that combi-

nations of recent developments in deployable bridging structures and robotic

lifting and positioning technology make it reasonable to attack this problem

in a serious manner. If this can be achieved, very substantial benefits to

the economy would result from minimizing lost commuter time and delay of

goods and services due to traffic congestion at repair sites.
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5 Cost/Benefit Analysis.

A booklet containing the above overviews of the proposed projects, and their

complete texts, together with a brief review of the mission of the study pro-

gram was presented to the Civil Engineering Research Foundation (CERE)
for analysis. This booklet is included as a volume of this report.

The CERE findings, also included as a volume of this report, presents in

detail the methods employed and the results obtained. The methods inl-

cuded questionairres and surveys of knowledgeable experts, followed by an

in-depth analysis of a specific ’real-life’ scenario for each proposed program’s

results under the assumption that the research could be brought to a suc-

cessful conclusion. In addition, CERE obtained more qualitative information

concerning perceptions of relevant professionals with regard to the need and

desireability of the proposed results.

The experts participating in the CERE study included industry professional

engineers, engineering faculty of academic departments, and state DOT en-

gineers. They attempted in each case to arrive at estimates of the cost of

adoption of the proposed technologies, and to place an estimated value on

the expected benefits. Great difficulty attends any such estimates when it is

attempted to address aspects beyond simple initial cost. The greatest dol-

lar value to the economy of proposed new technologies may reside in such

things as increased life span due to more uniform construction quality, or

hours saved in movement of goods or workers due to decreased traffic dis-

ruption. The estimates must then be treated with caution, but represent the

experianced professional judgement of knowledgeable professional engineers.

5.1 Savings relative to current practice:

In summary, the CERE analysis found four of the studies to have significant

potential benefits based on the scenarios investigated. These were, in order

of potential savings over current practice:
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1. Automated pavement inspection and crack-sealing.

2. Automated bridge inspection and maintenance.

3. Automated bridge deck construction.

4. Site Integration.

This rank-ordering could be significantly affected by the asumptions and

scenarios used:

The pavement inspection and sealing proposal depends heavily on the ability

to successfuly seal transverse cracks at speeds of several miles per hour. The
CERF experts accepted this assumption, but recommend that this technol-

ogy be demonstrated before other aspects of the proposal are pursued.

The bridge deck construction proposal was evaluated based on a relatively

small bridge. It is probable that it would show greater potential savings over

current practice on larger bridges.

The site-integration proposal showed 20% savings over current practice. How-
ever the scenario evaluated, an asphalt resurfacing project, involves relatively

repetitive, sterotyped procedures progressing serially along a stretch of road.

This is arguably a worst-case scenario for demonstrating potential savings

from this approach. More complex and heterogenous projects might show

significantly higher savings.

5.2 Overall benefits to the industry and the economy.

The evaluation based on savings over current practice must be weighted by

the percentage of highway industry effort subject to improvement. When the

results are adjusted on this basis, the relative ordering of the proposals by

benefit changes. Bridge construction and inspection, while important prob-

lems, represent a relatively small proportion of total expenditures for highway

construction maintenance, and operations. Inspection and sealing of high-

ways on the other hand must be continuously carried out on essentially the
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entire national highway system, and involves significant costs to the economy

through delay of traffic. Site integration, which offers a smaller per-project

percentage savings, is nonetheless a technology applicable to virtually all

highway industry activities so that the total potential savings become enor-

mous.

Taking these factors into account, the CERF study estimates that the total

benefit of site-integration technology for highway construction and mainte-

nance is in the range of 8billiontol6 billion per year for the United States.

Automated highway inspection and crack-sealing, in addition to direct cost

savings, has potentially high returns in reduction of indirect costs by proper

maintenance of the nation’s highway system. Among these are reduced fuel

consumption, reduced transportation costs, reduced vehicle repair, and in-

creased safety. While it is almost impossible to attach a reliable dollar esti-

mate to these benefits, it is clear that they represent potentially enormous

benefits to the economy through the sheer numbers of vehicles and persons

affected.

After weighting the potential contributions in this fashion, the CERF study

highly recommended two proposals for further development:

1. Site-Integration.

2. Automated Pavement Inspection and Crack-Sealing.

Automated bridge inspection and maintenace, and automated bridge deck

construction were considered potentially beneficial, although of lesser overall

economic impact.

Atuomated Trenching and Pipelaying, and Rapid Temporary Bridging were

not considered by the CERF respondents to provide substantial benefits.

(However, the analysis of the pipelaying was based on the conclusion that it

could not fully eliminate the need to have men in the trench, a point which

the author of the proposal has addressed in the revised final proposal, and

which should be taken into further consideration.)
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6 Final Proposals.

Following the CERF analysis, the authors of the technology proposals pre-

pared specific research and devlopment proposals with detailed budgets and

deliverables for consideration by FHWA. In the case of some this is essentially

the addition of a level of time and effort statement and a proposed budget for

the technological development contained in the proposal presented to CERF.
In the case of others, a more specific near-term scenario was developed for

evaluating and demonstrating a particular application of the technology; for

example, a bridge-construction project was proposed as a means of evaluating

the the Site-Integration concept.

The final proposed projects present a spectrum of opportunities from rela-

tively small to quite large efforts, and from relatively risky research to inte-

gration of existing technologies. In general, the funds requested for research

are insignificant by coniparison with either the adoption costs of the tech-

nologies by industry, or with the potential benefits of a successful adoption.

However, they may still be relatively large with respect to available research

funds. In this regard, they offer a range of opportunities for funding, and

many offer flexible options for staged funding of phases of a project over time.

7 Other Items Included.

It should be recognized that the final proposals presented here each repre-

sent only one idea concerning possible approaches to one of the intersections

between needs and technology identified by the study panel. It is hoped that

the study in its entirety will serve to identify many potentially fruitful areas

for research funding, and help to stimulate many others to advance proposals

for other approaches and other fruitful areas of research. To this end, several

other documents generated in the course of the study are included as general

results even though not bearing directly on the proposed studies.

1. White Papers: Several panel members prepared “white papers” ad-

dressing issues in automation with potential relevance to highway issues
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from a more general perspective, including such topics as Design for

Automation, Automated Planning and Scheduling, and Robotics and

Teleoperation. A contracted review of the current status and potential

applications of powered human exoskelatons is also contained in this

section.

2. Technology Workshop: FHWA, NIST, and the National Science

Foundation jointly sponsored a three-day invitiational workshop to re-

view current progress in technology for automation of construction and

site preparation. The first day of this conference was devoted to tech-

nology for highway construction, maintenance, and operations. A sum-

mary of the proceedings of this day, and abstracts and viewgraphs of

the presentations is included in this report. The proceedings of the

entire three-day workshop will be published at a later date by the Na-

tional Science Foundation.

3. Evaluation Criteria: The CERF report focused, by design, on eval-

uation by attempts assign dollar values to costs and benefits. However,

CERF attempted to identify other issues in industry perception of the

proposed study, and in general it is recognized that assessing the real so-

cial and economic costs and benefits of such projects is difficult at best,

and frequently dolar value may be a poor measure. An independent

effort was comissioned by FHW to devise a procedure for identifying

evaluation criteria. The results of this effort were not ready in time to

apply them to the proposals contained in this report, but may be useful

in evaluating future proposals. This study is included as an auxilliary

document of relevance to the study.

4. Videotapes: Several videotapes were generated during the study, and

are included as part of the report. These include the full proceedings

of both workshops, and a set of tapes of typical highway operations

contributed by Thomas West of CALTRANS.
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SECTION: 5

WHITE PAPERS ON SELECTED TOPICS





Robotic and Telerobotic Technology

A principal goal of the study was to assess the applicability of current robotics

technology per se to the domain of highway-related activities. By this we
mean autonomous or teleoperated mechanisms as opposed to automation

technology in the more general sense.

True robots are mechanical devices whose actions may be programmed. Fre-

quently they incorporate sensing to obtain information about their envi-

ronment, which is then used by the program in determining the actions.

This type of robot is most often found today in factory environments per-

forming tasks such as welding. Robot vehicles are also in current use to

deliver parts and materials. Telerobotic devices are similar to true robots

mechanically, but the interpretation of information from the sensors, and

the decision-making necessary to controlling their actions is performed by

human operators. Such devices are frequently used for exploration or ma-

nipulation in hazardous environments. A continuum between telerobots and

true robots can exist when substantial automated interpretation of sensory

data is performed before presentation to the operator, and substantial pro-

grammed elaboration of general commands by the operator is done under

program control.

With today’s technology, true robots are limited to very highly structured

environments for practical applications. Environments such as assembly lines

are needed to provide suihcient control over positioning of parts, timing, il-

lumination, and other variables to enable robots of cost-effective simplicity

to be employed. To the degree that such variables are uncontrolled, a robot

must have more intelligence, more flexibility of behavior, and more elaborate

sensing in order to adapt its behavior to more variable conditions. In par-

ticular it must have a robust set of responses to all possible conditions that

may arise in its environment. A great deal of current research is focused on

extending robot capabilities to less constrained environments. Experimental

devices exist which are substantially more capable than typical commercial

robots in all of these respects. These devices, however, are far more expen-

sive than robots employed in industry; they are not very robust or reliable

in their behavior, and few if any have tried to combine advanced capabilities

1



in more than one area of the technology.

Telerobotic technology on the other hand has made rapid strides in the abil-

ity to function effectively in unconstrained environments. Because the most

difficult aspects are handled by the human operator, the performance is typi-

cally robust. Because adequate effectors and sensors need not add greatly to

the cost, and heavy, high-speed computing requirements are avoided, these

devices can be quite cost-effective. Recent advances in virtual reality technol-

ogy promise to enhance the effective use of telerobotic devices by increasing

the operator’s sense of presence and enhancing his ability to control the de-

vice. While telerobotic devices are invaluable for hazardous or unreachable

environments, and overcome the true robot’s limited judgement and versa-

tility, they cannot provide some of the benefits that have made true robots

desirable in industry. These include suitability for tedious, repetitive work

without loss of attention, and consistent reliable quality. Because a teler-

obotic device does not typically make an operator more efficiant, no gain in

productivity is usually obtained.

Potential highway applications

The environment, cost structure, type, distribution, and automatability of

tasks are quite different in the highway industry than in typical factory au-

tomation applications. Whereas the labor-intensive jobs in factories tend to

be repetitive assembly line types of work, the labor-intensive jobs in highway

applications tend to be unstructured tasks performed by men with rakes or

shovels responding to needs that they see, or to directions from a foreman

phrased in very general terms (exceptions such as rebar-tying of course exist.)

It is not reasonable to consider robotic equivalents of these typical highway

workers, even in the fairly long term. The foreseeable extensions of today’s

technology will not support this degree of autonomy in anything approaching

a reliable and cost-effective form without new breakthroughs in fundamental

science.

It is however reasonable to consider reducing the number of tasks requiring

such unstructured hand labor through the use of robotics technology. One
way in which this can be accomplished, as discussed in other parts of this

report, is by overall automation of the construction process through site-
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integration and automated planning, which would provide more efficient use

of equipment, materials, and labor, and enhance worker productivity. It

can also be accomplished in part by robotics technology applied to improve

consistency and repeatability of devices such as excavators, paving trains,

screeds, and similar machinery, the current operation of which frequently

requires a great deal of hand work to correct minor deviations.

This might best be approached by semi-autonomous telerobotic strategies,

in which machinery controlled by human operators would employ a suite of

sensors and controls to keep the fine-grained behavior of the device within

specified limits. For example, while the operator might control the general

forward motion and operations of a slip-form paver, low-level robotic systems

could sense deviations from straight progress, variations in material flow, or

irregularities in application as they developed, and take corrective actions

to adjust them. Simple variations on this theme are already employed via

electrical and mechanical means on asphalt pavers. More ambitiously, such

low-level robotic control could be employed to coordinate activities among
interacting machines such as concrete spreaders and slip-form pavers, or as-

phalt trucks and asphalt pavers, to ensure uniform and consistent application.

Simple semi-autonomous systems of this sort might improve quality and effi-

ciency of the machinery itself and at the same time reduce the need to keep

crews standing around prepared to step in with hand labor when needed.

Possibly the one area where full-robotic systems might conceivably be em-

ployed in highway construction is materials movement. Automated delivery

vehicles are frequently used in factory situations, and robot vehicles capable

of negotiating unstructured terrain with fair speed and reliability have been

demonstarted in research settings. A variety of military missions for such ve-

hicles has been investigated. Very significant advances would be required to

bring this technology to a level of reliability and cost effectiveness at which it

would be competitive with human-operated trucks. This is particularly true

given that overall job-site control, as detailed in other places in the present

study, can already achieve most of the objectives of such robotization, includ-

ing control of dispatching, routing, timing, and tracking of materials simply

through interfaces to a human operator in a standard vehicle. Given this,

the savings represented by eliminating the human driver are unlikely to cover

the cost of fully-robotic vehicles for field conditions in the foreseeable future.
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One of the principal demands that automation technology can address is

safety. Whether for economic or humanitarian reasons, this is seen as a

major area of demand by the user community. There is thus a demand to

remove the workers from the immediate area of hazardous operations, even

if it is not possible or practical to replace them with fully-automated equip-

ment. This suggests that teleoperated devices, and the associated research

issues of human interfaces and control for such devices, may be a major

research opportunity. Possibilities include teleoperation to remove workers

from trenches, and to remove workers from areas under suspended loads.

Typically, in trenching, expensive forms are required if men are to operate

in the trench. While automated positioning equipment and self-locking pipe

joining systems could be readily provided, it is inevitable that something

will occasionaly jam or otherwise require human intervention in the typical

field environment. Unless this can be eliminated, forms would still need to

be placed so that workers could be allowed into the trench. A possible so-

lution is the development of general-purpose field telerobotic manipulators

with senory feedback that could be quickly postioned and provide a remote

“hands on” capability for general-purpose human intervention in any sort of

hazardous construction situation.

It was also frequently observed that it would be beneficial from the standpoint

of the contractor’s initial cost if automation could increase the efficiency of

human operators and/or decrease the manual skills required of them. This

suggests that teleoperated devices could be made even more attractive if they

were provided with some semi-autonomous functionality which could amplify

the speed and accuracy of a human user. Taken together, these two issues

suggest that semi-autonomous, teleoperated devices, with advanced human
interfaces, represent a research thrust which would meet perceived needs and

would be readily accepted by the user community. At the same time, they

represent an area in which existing technology can be exploited for near-term

results.

A closely-related research area is human-assist devices intended to enhance

the strength and structural capacity of human workers. At one end of this

spectrum are simple devices, already in use in some European construction

programs, which provide an individual worker with enhanced lifting capa-

baility, such as for moving brick or similar loads. Such devices not only
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increase worker productivity, but reduce the incidence of back injuries. At a

more advanced level, “exoskeletons” may be considered. These are essentially

powered suits worn by a human to increase strength and in some envisioned

cases speed of movement and/or sensory capabilities as well. These devices

are technically different than telerobotic devices in that they do not remove

the user from the point of operation, but much of the same technology is in-

volved. Such devices have a long research history for military and industrial

use, but this apparently simple concept has met with formidable difficulties.

Recent advances in materials and controls suggest that further research may
overcome some of the difficulties. The current state of exoskeleton research

is treated in a companion paper in this study.

One of the principal reasons for the difficulty of exoskeleton development lies

in the fact that we cannot achieve the strength to weight ratio of biological

systems with mechanical systems providing useful power enhancement. This

means that from the standpoint of the human operator, even with appropri-

ate force-feedback and other refinements, the result of attempting to make a

movement is at odds with the result expected by the reflexes of the human
nervous system, presenting an enormous problem of human interfacing. This

appears to be less serious for humans operating a teleoperated grasping arm,

for example, than for a human attempting to walk, stoop, and carry in a

natural manner inside of a powered exoskeleton. Thus, while this is an inter-

esting and potentially profitable research area, it is one in which the simple

extension and integration of available technologies is unlikely to provide an

adequate solution.

Most equipment manufacturers currently appear uninterested, without eco-

nomic incentives, in rushing to produce automated equipment, although most

have some research in the area. The end-users similarly indicate reluctance

to invest in new types of equipment. The remarks from the equipment man-

ufacturers were that we should seek to provide automation and enhanced

functionality through add-ons and attachments to existing products. This

would be acceptable to the equipment purchaser as well, since the basic in-

vestment would be in standard equipment with the add-ons available where

they were perceived to add value. In the long run, FHWA may want to

provide incentives which will change these attitudes. For the near term,

however, they suggest robotic technologies to be explored which would pro-
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vide real benefits while addressing these current concerns, and thus facilitate

adoption.

Technology which could be easily fitted to existing equipment in this manner

at comparatively small expense includes sensors and electronics for command
and control of equipment and for reporting of position and activity. This

would have high leverage in the sense that it is a technology which would

be applicable to most existing devices, and it is mostly available today. It

is unlikely that anyone will soon completely remove operators from heavy

equipment simply for safety reasons alone. However, enhanced efficiency and

repeatability could be obtained by bypassing the operator in normal opera-

tion, and allowing remote sensing, planning and control systems to control

movement in operations such as grading, spreading, dumping, trenching,

compacting, and the like. It is probably of little value applied to a single

machine in isolation, but as the equipment-level extension of a more global

thrust in the site-integration technology described in other portions of this

report, it can nonetheless play an important role.

Another reasonable candidate for retro-fitting existing equipment with new
technology would be provision of the low-level semi-autonomous controls for

enhancing precision and speed of operation discussed earlier. A simple cur-

rent example is laser-controlled blade-height adjustment of graders in level-

ling. Much more ambitious operator-assist functionality is a near-term possi-

bility with relatively simple sensing and control retrofits plus the addition of

modest computing power. Because a human operator would be present, most

of the difficult problems of full automation are avoided, as these typically

arise in non-routine situations. In addition to improved speed, consistency,

and accuracy of operation, such developments could be expected to allow

the operation of such equipment with less-skilled personnel than is currently

required.
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SUMMARY:

Key opportunities for technical innovation in automation for road construction,

maintenance, and operations lie in the process and integration of design. Designfor

automation may result in reduced cost, more efficient maintenance and operation,

improved quality, and safety benefits. Examples include "self-maintaining" roads and

bridges, deployable robotic structures, and cooperative robots. Design integration is vital

to successful automation and incorporates design information with construction and

maintenance operations. Examples include site positioning and terrain mapping, human
interface and user operation of automation, and distributed architectures for robotic

systems. Design andproject management brings design information and processes into

the level of project organization. Automated sequence and process planning, advanced

database systems, and materials handling and tracking systems are important examples of

technical tools which impact elements of project management.

1. INTRODUCTION

Road construction and maintenance projects heavily rely on technologies for

materials, processes, and equipment. As generally publicly fiinded projects, these

activities are closely tied to regulations and specifications which govern the procedures

and set the standards for final performance. The constraints of the contracting and

evaluation process sharply defines the way in which technological innovation occurs in

the road construction industry and shapes the types of innovation which take place.

Within this domain, the major motivations for new technologies include reduced costs,

improved quality and functionality, and improved safety for workers and the public.



In many areas of application where automation has been successfully applied,

better understanding of the design process itself has been a key to that success. In

manufacturing, for example, it was found that up to 80% of final costs were determined

at the time of product design. The choices made in the product design constrained many

of the subsequent decisions in manufacturing, including manufacturing processes and

equipment. Once the design is "handed off to the manufacturing organization, the

options are limited. In road construction, a similar relationship holds, except that the

impact of design decisions carries even more strongly into the long-term areas of service

and maintenance of roads and structures. Thus, design of roads and structures, as well as

the design of equipment and procedures, and their relation to regulations and

specifications, dictates costs and technologies. Improving the effective utilization ofnew

technologies in road construction and maintenance will require careful review of the

design process.

In many manufacturing industries, the recognition of the importance of the early

design decisions, and the liabilities associated with decoupling design from

manufacturing, have lead to extensive efforts toward a methodology of "concurrent

engineering". Concurrent engineering has emerged as a methodology which

incorporates both organizational and technical tools to foster closer cooperation between

design, manufacturing, and marketing groups within a company. Such approaches as

"tiger teams", small interdisciplinary focused teams for new product development,

enhanced databases and computer-aided engineering (CAE) tools, and automated process

planning methods are being developed and used experimentally to improve productivity

and enhance the ability of companies to respond to rapidly changing production

demands.

A similar need exists in the road construction industry to merge more closely the

design, equipment selection, and process planning phases of projects. Some of these

concepts are embodied in efforts toward "life cycle value engineering" which try to

systematically address priorities throughout the design, construction, and service phases

of a project. As in manufacturing, these changes will be accompanied by both

organizational and technological changes in order to effectively impact the activities. In

the following sections, this white paper outlines some important issues which affect the

technical methodologies which bear on these problems, and tries to suggest some specific

topics for short and long-term investigation which could facilitate the impact of

automation and robotics on road construction, maintenance, and operation.

2. DESIGN FOR AUTOMATION

The effective use of automation and robotics often requires that processes and

products be redesigned to better adapt to these technologies. Processes and tools which

have been designed primarily for human use are often not directly accessible to

automated methods, and attempts to directly substitute a robot for a human worker have

often been unsuccessful and unproductive. Designing a robot which could pick up a



hammer and a nail and drive the nail is an extraordinarily difficult technical task;

however, designing a machine which could align a power nailer with studs on a flat wall

is quite feasible. Redesigning the wall and the building for modular factory production

with automation, and modular assembly on site may offer still further gains in

productivity. There are many such examples of innovations in products and equipment

which facilitate more efficient production and lead to gains in quality, safety, and

productivity.

A research or development program in automation and robotics should

systematically examine opportunities for redesign for automation of both construction

and maintenance. The program might focus on several areas of opportunity for

improvements:

1. Reduced cost through more efficient methods, increasing the productivity of

human operators and reducing waste.

2. Improved quality through more consistent operations, improved execution in

hazardous or difficult tasks.

3. Improved safety by changing the process or keeping the human out of

dangerous situations.

Some examples of design innovations which could be investigated in this area

would include:

- 'Self-maintaining* roads and bridges:

New materials and sensors will make it feasible to design structures which have

built-in sensors and monitoring devices to report deterioration in integrity. Internal

adjustments of structural loads or reduction in some modes of vibration will reduce the

rate of deterioration of such structures.

Integrated maintenance systems would have built in mechanisms to facilitate

periodic service of the system. For example, a bridge might be designed so that a

climbing robot can easily scale the structure, providing inspection and repair as needed,

without subjecting the human to difficult and dangerous situations.

- Deployable temporary structures:

Many types of construction require temporary structures for scaffolding or

shoring. These structures are assembled and later disassembled. The characteristics of

these structures are often critically important to safety, but since they are not permanent,

are not often designed or constructed with the greatest care. Deployable robotic

structures provide a new approach to these problems, offering active mechanisms in a

modular form which can be predesigned and adaptive to specific situations. A specific

example would be the use of deployable robotics for shoring of trenches. By actively

adapting to the spacing and shape of the trench walls, the systems can be lowered into the

trench and automatically ’fit’ to the shoring requirements without extensive assembly and

without humans working in the trenches during the construction phase. While

eventually, trench work for piping and other utilities may be entirely automated, use of



deployable trench shoring would be a practical and feasible step. Deployable robotic

structures are a new area of robotics research and development, and have important

practical uses for both local and remote deployment. Development of prototypes of

deployable robotic systems is currently underway in our laboratory.

- Cooperative robots for heavy lifting:

Many construction and maintenance tasks require lifting and manipulation of

large and heavy objects. While such motions are often assisted by cranes and other

mechanical devices, the local positioning is often done by humans. These manipulation

tasks are difficult and dangerous. The design of better cooperative interaction among

devices including cranes and robot arms, would enable more precise manipulation

without direct human intervention in the hazardous area. Dual robot arm capability

under autonomous and teleoperated control is a technology which is just beginning to

have practical application. In our laboratory at Rensselaer, we have demonstrated the

use of dual arm robotic systems for space truss construction tasks.

3. DESIGN INTEGRATION

Improvements in the design process and more effective utilization of design

information require better integration of the process among the design information, the

human operators, and the process equipment. This type of design integration is vital to

successful automation. Several aspects of this integration problem are characteristic of

the construction environment, and distinct from other applications such as

manufacturing:

- Uncertainty in the unstructured environment of a construction site leads to the

need for automated site positioning and terrain mapping systems. These systems

would provide on-site verification of relative and absolute positions of objects and

equipment. Much of the problem of accurate construction is concerned with creating a

precise structure in an environment of imprecise landmarks and imprecise materials.

Automated techniques can greatly improve the precision of this process and, at the same,

time provide an environment where it is easier to design and integrate automated

machines and procedures. In our work at Rensselaer, we have developed computer-based

pose estimation systems which utilize special markings on objects for registration of

position and orientation in a complex work environment.

- The human is active in the workspace with automated equipment as supervisor,

teleoperator, or co-worker. The modes of this interaction have not been adequately

explored and understood, and a significant effort should be placed in the design of

techniques which address the user-robot interaction in a broad sense. The

*'user-in-the-workspace’' scenario is an attractive working paradigm, but also offers

significant new safety issues which must be addressed.



- The construction environment is distributed in nature, having multiple

machines and activities going on at the same time. It will be important to develop an

approach to the design of distributed architectures for such an environment, which

provide coordination among different activities and support task sequencing which will

correctly accomplish the task. In our laboratory, we have developed tools for

coordination of discrete task events as part of a distributed architecture for coordination

of multiple robots in complex tasks.

4. DESIGN AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT

As described previously, many of the improvements in design-manufacturing

integration have occurred through improved management and organization techniques.

These techniques, along with technical innovation, have enabled the more efficient flow

of information among designers, manufacturers, and marketers. Through these methods,

critical decisions are made with a broader perspective of the impact of those decisions on

the later steps in the process. In this section, we emphasize some of the technical

innovations which could facilitate this improved transfer of information in the road

construction and maintenance industry. Many other issues in organization and

management are key components of the automation process, including education and

training, interactions among industry, labor, and regulators, mechanisms for partnering in

technology development, and provisions for transfer and exchange of current information

and experience, both internal to U.S. programs, and cooperatively with other countries.

- Automated Task Sequencing and Process Planning:

A project is executed as a sequence of procurement and construction tasks. The
organization of these tasks often defines the productivity achievable on the project. New
methodologies are emerging which facilitate the efficient generation of process plans

from design specifications, and the generation of evaluation criteria which encourage the

iterative revision of process plans for improved efficiency of the project. One example

of this type of planning is based on work which we have done with NASA for the

generation of process plans for the building of space truss structures. Based on the

design of the truss itself, we were able to utilize the product design constraints to produce

feasible sequences of assembly for the truss. Evaluation of the alternative process

sequences encourages iterative changes to improve the process choice before the design

is finalized.

- Database systems:

Process planning and effective management of large projects requires the

evolution of large and comprehensive database systems which can track and access

information as needed. These systems are increasingly available commercially and

provide fundamental tools for improved project management. In construction or

manufacturing, the problem is often that there is a diversity of types of information, for

example, costs, materials, structural details, and labor requirements. Merging of these



types of information and efficiently accessing information as needed are difficult tasks to

achieve. Recent innovations in so-called meta-database systems helps to organize these

factors. Creation of the database system and strategy for management of information at

the time of the design is important to effective project management.

- Materials Handling and Tracking:

Procurement, delivery, and manipulation of materials is a major part of the

construction process. Maintaining accurate and up-to-date information is a key factor in

a successful project. The key problem is the up-dating of information based on site

conditions and actual operations. This automated tracking requires sensor-based

feedback at the project site of the location and disposition of all materials delivered to the

site. This tracking system may be an extension of the project database and project

planner, but requires physical linking into the materials on the site. Mechanisms for

doing this have been described and proposed, and would be an important topic of

development for automation and improvement of construction operations.
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LITERATURE 1

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to document, using sample extracts
from a survey of the literature, the state-of-the-art of
automation/robotic technology for road construction, maintenance,
and operations. The relevant literature was assembled and
delivered to the Robot Systems Division of the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST)

.

BACKGROUND

Automation technology promises to increase safety and
productivity while reducing costs and the adverse impact of work
sites on traffic. The new FHWA automation/robotics program
emphasizes finding near-term solutions to pressing problems and
fielding useful equipment.

In recent years there has been significant progress in the
development of Government and commercial software and hardware
systems for various automation applications. Advanced sensor
systems for inspection, automated databases and program
management software, and robotic vehicles are some of the new
automation technology which promises to benefit road
construction, maintenance, and repair.

For example, robotics for military applications, including the
development robotic excavators, dozers, and inspection vehicles
with various kinds of sensors, can be modified for road
construction applications. Robotic systems have also been
developed for coal mining, hazardous waste cleanup, and building
construction. In 1990, the California Department of
Transportation (CALTRANS) initiated the Automated Highway
Maintenance and Construction Technology Program; the Japanese
have had active programs for nearly ten years.
Automation of road construction, maintenance, and operations can
increase safety (highway workers suffer more than 5,000 injuries
and nearly 800 deaths per year) ,

productivity, and quality, while
reducing costs and the adverse impact of work sites on traffic.

Potential functions include:

Construction:

* Clearing/ sediment control
* Earthwork
* Shoring
* Paving
* Marine
* Bridges
* Utilities
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* Signing
* Rehabilitation

Maintenance:

* Concrete patching
* Repaving
* Resigning
* Bridge/tunnel repair
* Plowing/sweeping
* Painting/striping
* Mowing
* Inspection of roads and bridges

Operations:

* Special traffic control for construction
* Highway system management
* Safety management
* Incident management

CALTRANS, for example, has been developing automation systems for
road maintenance, including: automated pavement marking,
automated paint striping, automated litter collection, and
automated crack sealing.

Other near-term robotics projects under discussion include: a
flag robot for temporary traffic control; a robot for painting
road letters; a robot for placing and removing traffic cones; a
robot for constructing sound isolation walls; a robot for
clearing hazardous material after accidents.

Automation could connect sensors and equipment on a job site with
project databases and management software. For example, as an
automated excavator performs its job, it could report its
movements and accomplishments to a database which, in turn,
automatically updates project progress records and revises, if
necessary, the work plan. Inspection of road surfaces and
bridges could be accomplished automatically with, video and other
sensors, using automated sensor processing techniques. The
results of the inspection would be organized and entered into a
database automatically as the inspection took place. The
inspection itself could be accomplished using a robotic vehicle.

There has been research and development in applications areas
relevant to road construction, maintenance and operations, but
much of the work focuses on building construction, or military
applications, or coal mining (the pertinent literature, delivered
by Robotic Technology Inc. to NIST, is listed in Appendix A) . A
more focused effort on highway applications is needed, so the
Transportation Research Board is offering their first sessions
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dedicated to road construction robotics and automation in their
72nd annual meeting (January 1993) . Examples of previous work on
automation/robotics for road and bridge construction,
maintenance, and operations include:

* Expert System for Management of Low Volume Flexible Pavements
* Artificial Intelligence To Locate And Repair Potholes
* Automated Surveying
* Automated Position And Control Systems Using Lasers And
Electromagnetic Signals
* Bar Code Applications in Construction
* Robotic Excavation
* Artificial Intelligence And Computer Simulation To Plan And
Control Earthmoving Operations
* Computer Aided Rigging Design System
* Object-Oriented Programming In Robotics Research For Excavation
* Pavement Distress Video Imager To Quantify Pavement Cracking
From Video Images
* An Expert System For Optimal Tower Crane Selection And
Placement
* A Knowledge-Based Approach To Construction Coordination
* An Object-Oriented Simulation System for Construction Process
Planning
* Intelligent Database Applications On Signal Maintenance
Activities
* Knowledge Representation for Fatigue Evaluation
* A Computer Assisted System For Construction Robot
Implementation Logistics
* Knowledge Elicitation Techniques For Construction Scheduling
* Expert Systems for Bridge Monitoring
* Adaptive Control for Robotic Rebar Bending
* Construction Schedule Generation Using AI Tools
* Automated Pavement Surface Distress Evaluation
* Computer Analysis of Segmentally Erected Prestressed Concrete
Bridges
* An Expert System For Design And Analysis Of Highway Bridges
* Investigation Of The Bridge Vehicle/Superstructure Interaction
Problem Via Computer-Based Methodology
* Database Design For Seismic Evaluation Of The San Francisco Bay
Bridge
* A Construction Expert System For The Preliminary Design Of
Reinforced Concrete Structures
* Automatic Pavement-Distress-Survey System
* Highway Pavement Surfaces Reconstruction by Moire
Interferometry
* A Field Prototype of a Robotic Pavement Crack Sealing System
* A Design for Automated Pavement Crack Sealing
* Integration of Diverse Technologies for Pavement Sensing
* Force Feedback Excavator and Material Handling System
* Automated Pavement Crack Filler
* Perception and Control for Automated Pavement Crack Sealing
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* Adaptive Control for Robotic Backhoe Excavation
* Subsurface Pavement Structure Inventory Using Ground
Penetrating Radar and a Bore Hole Camera
* A Data Base Program for Preparing and Reporting Concrete Mix
Designs
* Pavement Image Processing Using Neural Networks
* An Expert System For Construction Contract Claims
* Analysis and Generation of Pavement Distress Images Using
Fractals
* Measuring Highway Inventory Features Using Stereoscopic Imaging
System
* Using Geographic Information Systems For Highway Maintenance
* Simulation for Construction Planning and Control
* Automated Bridge Plans By Computer Aided Software
* Electronic Communication Between Project Participants
* CAD-Integrated Rebar Bending
* Knowledge Based Expert System for Construction Scheduling
* Pavement Design Using An Expert System
* A Database Approach for CAD/KBES Integration for Construction
Planning
* Real-Time Project Tracking
* A Relational Database For Long-Span Highway Bridges
* A Construction Information Management System
* Surface Condition Expert System For Pavement Rehabilitation
Planning
* Digital Imaging Concepts And Applications In Pavement
Management
* An Expert System for Pavement Rehabilitation Decision Making
* An Expert System for Contractor Prequalification
* Generic Framework For Evaluation Of Multiple Construction
Robots
* Framework for Construction Robot Fleet Management System
* A Pavement Management Information System for Evaluating
Pavements and Setting Priorities for Maintenance
* Autonomous Robot Excavator
* Integrating Data Bases For Executing Automated Construction
Tasks
* Computer Integration For Automated And Flexible Construction
Systems
* Integrating Voice Recognition Systems with the Collection of
Project Control Data
* Sensors And Expert Systems In Production Optimization Of
Earthmoving Scrapers
* Control System Architecture for Unmanned Ground Vehicles
* Teleoperated Excavator
* A Graphical Interface For Curved Steel Girder Bridges
* An Expert System for Diagnosing and Repairing Cracks in Cast-
in-Place Concrete Structures
* Probabilistic Scheduling in Tunneling
* A Database For Tunnel Planning And Estimating
* Kinematics and Trajectory Planning for Robotic Excavation
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* Design Considerations For Automated Crack sealing Machinery
* A Computer System For Highway Bridge Rating And Fatigue Life
Analysis
* Knowledge-Based Construction Scheduling
* A Hypertext Database for Asphalt Paving
* A Knowledge-Based Expert System for Quality Assurance of
Concrete
* New Capability for Remote Controlled Excavation

There is focused research and development for automation/robotics
applications for; military applications, building construction
industry, and coal mining; a similar program for road
construction, maintenance, and operations is now underway. In
the near future, academic and industry symposia should be
encouraged and organized for the presentation of research in this
emerging technology. A community of participants and
stakeholders in the technology should be nurtured and provided
with an ongoing forum and network for the exchange of ideas and
information. In addition to fomenting new technology and
applications, this program can well serve to pioneer new
relationships among industry, federal and local government, and
academia.

EXAMPLES OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

The key automation/robotics technology subfields relevant to our
area of interest include; robotics and intelligent control
systems (including telerobotic, semi-autonomous, and autonomous
systems); symbolic and connectionist processes (i.e., expert [or
knowledge-based] systems, and neural networks) ; intelligent
databases and program management systems; and intelligent sensor
processing.

Robotics And Intelligent Control Systems

Within the known, well-defined confines of the construction site,
autonomous robots are within the state-of-the-art. Machine
vision is still rudimentary, but a robotic system can "know” its
position and objects in its environment with assistance from
external navigation beacons and other external aids, such as bar
codes. Semi-autonomous or telerobotic robots are available for
even sooner operational demonstrations. Until user confidence is
established, and until legal liability issues are settled, robots
on the job site are likely to be under human supervision, if not
direct and continuous control.

The U.S. military - especially the Unmanned Ground Vehicle Joint
Program Office (UGV JPO) - has been experimenting with an array
of UGVs for various applications, but few are operational (and
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those are man-in-the- loop, telerobotic explosive ordnance
disposal systems, which are relatively small vehicles) . The
technology for telerobotic and semi-autonomous platforms are well
in hand, however. Man/machine interfaces include 3D displays,
touch screen controls, and reconfigurable, digital graphics
status indicators. Autonomous military UGVs have been
demonstrated under limited environmental conditions, but there
are commercially available autonomous robots for security patrol
and indoor delivery applications. Relevant military UGV systems
include: the attachable robotic convoy capability; autonomous
rapid runway repair (ARRR) ; Haz-Trak; Pele remote control system;
remotely controlled mobile excavator; remotely operated Bobcat;
robotics for airbase recovery program; and telerobotic excavator.

ARRR

The autonomous rapid runway repair excavator, made by John Deere
and modified by the Air Force, is over 30 feet long with the
excavator arm extended. It is 10 feet wide and 10.5 feet tall.
Locomotion is by a 6-wheel, all-terrain skid steer undercarriage
and a 295 hp diesel engine. It weighs over 43,000 pounds, can
lift nearly 8,700 pounds, and it can dig to a depth of 20 feet.
The operator control station weighs 50 pounds. The ARRR carries
stereo video cameras (including color and infrared), a laser
scanner, a VME electronics interface for automotive functions,
high-performance processor, inertial/GPS navigation system,
modular end-effectors for a force-feedback arm. The control
center can supervise 25 platforms simultaneously.

Haz-Trak

The Haz-Trak excavator and material handling system, made by John
Deere and modified by Kraft TeleRobotics, uses bilateral force
feedback to remotely control the hydraulically-powered, 7000-
pound excavator. The technology can be scaled up to a 70 ton
system. The current platform is nearly 8 feet high, about 5 feet
wide, and 15.5 feet long (with the arm folded). Maximum dumping
height is over 9 feet, with a maximum reach at ground level of 15
feet. Maximum digging depth is 8 feet 8 inches. One operator
can control two Haz-Trak vehicles. The vehicle also has an
hydraulically-actuated dozer blade which can be used for grading,
backfilling, and leveling of the vehicle on sloped surfaces. The
operator's viewing system includes two onboard, fixed, color
cameras for peripheral vision, and a single pan and tilt-mounted
color camera with auto iris, auto focus, and zoom capabilities.
The operator control console has three video displays, a two-
axis, fully proportional, displacement type joystick for control
of vehicle speed and direction. A thumb-operated switch on the
joystick controls the dozer blade. Another joystick provides
closed loop control of the camera pan and tilt.
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PELS

The PELE is a modular, universal, add-on kit which can be adapted
to any vehicle, converting it into a remotely-controlled vehicle
at a fraction of the cost of developing special-purpose
telerobots. The conversion does not interfere with the vehicle's
normal functions - it can be driven by an on-board driver in the
usual way. The first vehicle equipped with the PELE was a main
battle tank (MET)

.

The PELE (meaning ''miracle” or "wonder” in Hebrew) was developed
by RAMTA, a subsidiary of Israel Aircraft Industries (lAI)

.

RAMTA wanted to demonstrate the feasibility of an unmanned ground
vehicle (UGV) , with semi-autonomous capability, for countermine
applications. A combat tank - or a construction vehicle - can
become a teleoperated vehicle for a short duration and for
specific operations, as required. After the specific operation
is completed, the vehicle can resume its manned mode, if desired.
The installation of the PELE system takes less than eight hours.
Once the system is in place, the vehicle can be switched between
manned and telerobotic modes in less than a minute.

The PELE consists of the following units: Operator Control Unit
(OCU) , a compact control subsystem which allows remote control
from any convenient location, including another vehicle; Vehicle
Units for control of platform functions; Inertial Navigation
System to allow the vehicle to travel a path autonomously; and
Electro-Mechanical End Actuators to manipulate physically
the vehicle's control system. The remote control
actuators include those for: pressing the accelerator
pedal, steering, changing gears, engine start and shut
down, excavator arm motion, dozer blade motion, and
special-purpose operations.

The PELE currently uses a Radio Frequency (RF) link with a range
of 3 km, but it can also use a fiber-optic link. The PELE has a
video system (with a camera for driving and a camera for
surveillance, target acquisition and aiming) to provide vision
for the operator. PELE eases the burden on the operator with its
automatic functions. The operator can concentrate on his job and
not on driving. The autonomous modes, described below, are
achieved by software and on-board processing, and complemented by
a user-friendly OCU.

* Automatic Driver
The operator provides simple speed and directional commands
and the PELE determines the engine torque, gear changes, etc.
that are needed.

* Automatic Heading
The vehicle can maintain a selected heading automatically.
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* Automatic Navigation
The vehicle can travel a path autonomously using pre-
programmed navigation way-points. The path, which can be
planned on a map, is presented to the operator. The operator
can change the path by inserting new way-points at any time.

* Follov-The-Camera
This mode enables the operator to select a point in the video
camera's field-of-view, set cross-hairs on it, and have the
vehicle move toward that point without further operator
intervention. Thus, the operator can "drive the camera"
toward an object, instead of driving the vehicle directly.

* Retrotraverse
This mode will enable the vehicle to return to its starting
point (or other designated location) if the communication
link were lost, or as a way to reduce the operator's burden
on a return trip. The vehicle's path will be stored in the
on-board computer as it moves forward.

* Manual Mode
This is a back-up mode: the operator can control directly
each and every actuator.

T-REX

The Transuranic Storage Area Remote Excavator (T-REX) is an
electrically powered, front-shovel, teleoperated, tracked
excavator being developed for the Department of Energy Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) . It is a standard 95,000-
lb front-shovel production excavator that has been modified for
remote control to safely retrieve hazardous waste. It receives
commands from a remote operator linked by fiber optic cable, and
it provides video and command signal feedback to the operator.
It has three cameras with pan, tilt, and zoom capability mounted
on the excavator. A stereo camera pair mounted on the boom
provides depth perception to the operator.

EL200B

Caterpillar has a telerobotic excavator (EL200B) and a
telerobotic dozer available. Operating ranges are 5,000 ft. by
radio link, and 1,000 ft. by coaxial cable link.

LUCIE

In the U.K. , the Lancaster University Computerised Intelligent
Excavator (LUCIE) has been demonstrated. The initial system
focused on intelligent control of the excavator arm (and not
vehicle movement) , with the main task of trenching (to dig a
flat-bottomed trench accurately to a depth input by the user)

.
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LUCIE dug efficiently in varying ground conditions, including
coping with obstructions such as boulders, without human
interference. A conventional mini-excavator (JCB-801) was
modified for the project. The control system included an expert
system.

Robotech

Robotech Industries converted a Melroe Co. Bobcat into a remote
controlled system with a manipulator arm and 3D vision. It
weighs 4,730 pounds, is 5.5 feet tall, 10 feet long, and 4.25
feet wide. It can carry a payload of 1,400 pounds. A radio
control link operates the remote Bobcat to a distance of 300
feet, but it can be upgraded to 5,000 feet. The operator control
unit uses a joystick controller and video monitor.

NIST RCS

A control system which is being used widely for the control of
military robots (as well as the robotic excavator research at the
University of North Carolina) is the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) Hierarchical Real-time Control
System (RCS) , which had its origins in early work by J. Albus on
neurophysiological models and adaptive neural networks. The
Hierarchical RCS architecture is a generic framework in which to
place, connect, and activate the intelligence of robotic systems.
The RCS, designed originally for industrial robots, is a
mechanism by which sensors, expert systems, data bases, computer
models, and machine controls may be linked and operated such that
the system behaves as if it were intelligent. Recently, the RCS
has been modified and adapted for use aboard autonomous
intelligent vehicles, including the Multiple Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (MAUV) and the Tech-based Enhancement for
Autonomous Machines (TEAM) land vehicle project. The RCS is also
the reference architecture for the telerobotic system developed
for the NASA space station, and is being used in coal mining
robots.

The RCS can perform complex real-time tasks in the presence of
sensory or other information input. It can decompose high-level
goals into low-level actions, making real-time decisions in the
presence of noise and conflicting demand for resources. It
provides a framework for linking artificial intelligence
techniques with real-time control in a rapidly changing
environment. The RCS interfaces sensors or incoming information
to controls through a hierarchically-structured, real-time, world
model. The world model integrates current data with a priori
knowledge to provide the control system with a current best
estimate of the state of the world.

The RCS may be decomposed into several hierarchical levels
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(typically six to eight levels) . Each control level receives
input commands from a higher level (or in the case of the top
level, from outside the system), sensory (or other information)
feedback, and status feedback from the next lower control level.
Each control level provides output commands to the next lower
level and status reports to the next higher level. Each level
receives appropriate sensory data, making it a sensory
interactive control architecture.

The hierarchical structure of the RCS permits complex processes
to be decomposed into simpler tasks - just as in human
organizations. In general, hierarchical structures resemble
pyramids, with each level subordinate to those above, a
partially-ordered structure of entities in which every entity but
one is successor to at least one other entity; and every entity
except the basic entity is a predecessor to at least one other
entity. A formal hierarchy is a complex system in which each
subsystem is subordinated by an authority relationship to the
system to which it belongs.

The real-time ability of the RCS is essential for robotic control
- a robot (like a person) does not have the leisure to
contemplate (or calculate off-line) if it were about to smash
into a wall or fall into a hole. Likewise, a robotic control
system must operate in real-time to deal effectively with the
temporally and spatially on-rushing events.

CARL

The North Carolina State University Construction Automation &
Robotics Laboratory (CARL) is developing a multipurpose robotic
manipulator system to serve as an experimental device. It has
been designed for digging, welding, and lifting, with various
optional end effectors, such as buckets and grippers. Adaptive
control for robotic backhoe excavation is also under development.
The adaptive, hierarchical planning and control software is
needed so the autonomous excavator can manipulate large removable
obstacles, such as rocks. Three accelerometers and a load cell
on the gooseneck boom are used to detect and identify an
obstacle. A decision tree responds to the obstacle based on
whether the obstacle is small, medium, or large (within defined
criteria) . (CARL is also examining robotic systems for automatic
rebar bending)

.

Pavement Crack Sealers

Prototypes of pavement crack sealing robots have been developed,
and analysis indicates that this is a highly cost/effective
application of construction robotics. Various telerobotic
configurations are being explored. The control system: acquires
sensor data and develops a representation of the pavement
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surface; maps the cracks to be filled; develops a work plan;
executes the blowing and sealing operations; repeats the above
steps

.

Site Positioning System

Virginia Polytechnic Institute is performing research on a three-
dimensional real-time positioning system for construction
surveying and on-site autonomous robotic vehicle control. The
system uses lasers and GPS, and it can provide accuracies within
10 mm for sites 400 x 400 meters, with 10 readings/second.

CALTRANS

The California Department of Transportation (CALTRANS) has been
developing robots to perform highway maintenance functions,
including: delineation and signing (automated raised marker
placement, paintstriping guidance and information systems,
automated graffiti removal) ; hazmat debris and litter removal
(remote hazmat vehicle, litter bag retrieval, automated litter
pickup) ; landscape management (smart herbicide applicator, remote
controlled irrigation management system) ; workzone safety (smart
highway safety cones, workzone warning devices) ; pavement
integrity (automated crack/joint sealing machine, automated
pothole filling machine) ; structures maintenance (telerobotics,
maintenance minded infrastructure, unmanned hovercraft for
inspection)

.

Building Construction Robots

In the building construction industry, robots are under
development for the following functions: spraying concrete for
tunnel liner; finishing surface of cast-in-place concrete;
placing concrete in horizontal slabs; vibrating cast-in-place
concrete; carrying concrete from batching plant to cable crane;
fireproofing spraying; paint spraying; erecting structural steel
beams and columns; placing reinforced steel; wrapping existing
structures with carbon steel; welding; inspecting reinforced
concrete walls; inspecting facade; inspecting bridge structural
surface; collecting and analyzing data for controlling tunneling
machine; excavating earth; assembling wall liner segments in
sewer and power tunnels; inspecting and monitoring particles in
air; hot resurfacing on highways; picking and distributing
construction materials.

Intelligent Sensor Processing

Much of the work in machine vision and image processing for
highway applications has focused, so far, primarily on pavement
evaluation. Substantial progress has been made, in the U.S.,
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Japan, and Europe, in developing automated systems (sensors,
processors, and software algorithms) for distress-data
acquisition and interpretation.

For example, a Japanese automatic pavement-distress survey system
uses laser, video, and image processing, carried on a survey
vehicle, to measure cracking, rutting, and longitudinal profile
simultaneously, without contact, accurately and rapidly, while
moving at 60 km/hr. The system measures cracks over 1 mm wide
and can evaluate parameters based on crack length, width,
direction, position, and quantity. Output data from the system
can be formatted automatically for the pavement data bank. The
system can perform automatic crack recognition with human ability
by using a line-finding algorithm that can extract a crack in a
noisy environment. The algorithm, implemented in high-speed
processors, analyzes projection curves.

A U.S. system, the Pavement Distress Imager, can survey pavement
condition at highway speeds using four charge coupled device
(CCD) video line cameras and a pipe line image processor which
processes the images in real-time. The system can obtain a line
image every 0.1 inch longitudinally, with a transverse resolution
of 0.05 inches. The image processor, for example, can process a
four-foot width of pavement with a line image of 512 pixels, with
one bit per pixel. There are 10,560 line images generated per
second. This multiplies to 5,406,720 bits/second. The output is
filtered because the amount of information and flow rate is too
high for existing mass storage devices (digital tape is used)

.

Holographic memory should be suitable for this type of data
storage (with 100 gigabyte storage capacity and a transfer rate
of 1 terabyte/sec) . In other research, fractal techniques have
been used to compress data and alleviate the data storage
limitations. A crack is represented as a fractal curve,
represented by only one or a few numbers. Using the compressed
data, realistic crack images must later be reconstructed from the
fractal crack parameters.

Another example pavement distress image processing system, the
Automated Road Image Analyzer

,

can automatically recognize and
quantify alligator cracks, longitudinal cracks (single or
multiple, sealed or not sealed) , and lateral/transverse cracks
(single or multiple, sealed or not sealed) . The minimum size of
detectable crack is about 1.6 to 3.1 mm. The system creates an
automatic database which automatically identifies the location of
pavement distress as it reads each video frame.

Research is ongoing for the detection of thin cracks on noisy
pavement images. Techniques include: increasing video resolution
from higher-resolution cameras or Super VHS tapes; applying a low
pass filter to remove pixels with rapid intensity variations;
using a localized edge detector; or using an edge detector based
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on the Sobel operation coupled with Kittler's automatic
thresholding and a sequence of post-processing operations.

To enhance performance, computer simulation and modeling have
been used to optimize lighting for pavement evaluation systems,
to examine performance as a function of lighting, crack geometry,
and reflectivities. Also, sensor integration (of video and
lasers, for example) can improve the automated identification of
pavement cracks and the gathering of good pavement data.

Various military programs have been developing image processing
systems for machine vision in unmanned ground vehicles, to allow
the vehicles to move about autonomously. Machine vision is still
rudimentary, but it may be sufficient for many road construction
and maintenance functions (such as excavation or scraping)

.

Bar code technology is being developed for: material control,
inventory, and maintenance; tool, equipment, and consumable
material issue; timekeeping and cost engineering; purchasing and
accounting; document control and office operations. In
particular, knowing what and where everything is on a job site
would be a valuable capability. Laser scanners can read the bar
codes. Equipment on site can also be located using video or
radio location systems, where detectors are erected about the
site.

Research on sensor processing for automated coal mining systems
is relevant to road construction applications. Position and
heading can be determined using laser, inertial (gyroscope)

,

gravitational (clinometer), and magnetic (compass) sensors. An
external laser-based position and yaw determination system can be
used in conjunction with onboard sensors to provide more reliable
(because of redundancy) , more consistent sensor system. The
onboard gyroscope provides heading information, fluxgate
compasses (two) provide heading with respect to north, and
clinometers give platform pitch and roll information. The laser
system includes: laser scanners, retroreflective targets, sensor
communication network, host computer hardware, position and
heading computation module, and platform control module. The
system maintains a 0.15 degree target angular position accuracy
over most of the 21 ft. range and 105 degree angular field of
view of the sensor. Accuracy in tracking the position and
heading of the platform were 0.25 deg. in heading and 2.59 in. in
position.

Mining research has applied adaptive signal discrimination to
vibrational coal interface detection, so the system can
discriminate between coal and surrounding rock waste.
Accelerometers, geophones, and piezoelectric films are mounted on
the mining machines and, with a computer and signal processing
software, they are used to monitor and analyze vibrations
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generated during mining operations. Another coal interface
detection system under investigation uses a passive infrared
system to measure temperature changes associated with the cutting
of coal and adjacent strata. Yet another interface detection
system uses a doppler radar in conjunction with signal
processing. Comparable systems might be useful in road
construction for excavation operations.

Sensors well-established for autonomous vehicle navigation,
guidance, and control include: global positioning system (GPS)

,

various types of inertial guidance systems (mechanical
gyroscopes, laser gyros, fiber optic gyros), wheel sensors, radio
and laser navigation systems, etc. The optimum system for road
construction, maintenance, and operations will depend on the
specific system and application.

Voice sensing (voice recognition/understanding) technology is
sufficient for some applications in person/machine interfaces for
machine control and project control data collection. Voice
recognition chips are now available for a few dollars each.
There has been some research for construction industry
applications.

Symbolic And Connectionist Processes

There are numerous expert systems and neural networks under
development relevant to many road construction and maintenance
functions, including project planning, construction design and
scheduling, bridge design and analysis, quality assurance, and
pavement condition, among other applications.

Knowledge-based expert systems and neural networks are being
developed to characterize quantitatively the condition of
pavements based on the analysis of sensor measurements (such as
image processing) . An expert system would accept from a neural
network input concerning the type, extent, severity of structural
distress, as well as other pertinent characteristics, and then
access historical records from a database concerning
deterioration rates, design details, climatic factors, etc. The
expert system would then apply its equivalent of human expertise
and reasoning (in the form of rules) to determine structural
adequacy, expected life and reliability, and suitable
rehabilitation, repair, and maintenance strategies.

In Germany, an integrated pavement management system is being
developed. The system will perform a survey (machine vision
inspection) of the road surface; evaluate the condition of the
pavement (i.e., determine the value of a condition index based on
defined criteria) ; compare the ascertained condition with given
quality requirements (normal, critical, inadequate) ; determine
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the priorities of necessary maintenance measures, or immediate
intervention using traffic management; plan maintenance measures;
execute maintenance measures.

U.S. programs are also integrating technologies (machine vision,
processing techniques, etc.) for pavement sensing and evaluation.
A pavement surfaces model, for example, contains a representation
of surfaces, a description of surfaces, and a characterization
process (consisting of filtering, reduction, fusion, and
structuring operations on data) . The model makes use of
quadtrees to represent surface features: it serves as a framework
which accepts sensor data and can output information, decisions,
or automated actions. Another expert system is being developed
for pavement design. Significant factors in developing the
thickness design methodology for the base, subbase, and surface
layer of rigid pavements include: load function; layer
characteristics; modulus of rupture; design serviceability loss;
reliability; and drainage coefficient.

An expert system called SCEPTRE has been used for pavement
rehabilitation planning. The evaluation of a pavement segment's
condition considers the pavement's functional and structural
performance in terms of: ride quality, safety, surface distress,
and structural adequacy. There are various response strategies,
including: do nothing; fill cracks; fog seal; friction course;
chip seal; double chip seal; thin asphalt concrete overlay;
medium concrete asphalt overlay; thick asphalt concrete overlay;
mill and replace. The decision analysis includes
cost/effectiveness; type of surface distress; amount of surface
distress; severity of surface distress; existing pavement
performance (rate of deterioration); traffic levels; and climate.

A microcomputer-based expert system, having 300 heuristic rules
as well as algorithmic programs, was developed for the
maintenance and rehabilitation of flexible pavements on low
volume roads. Input parameters include ride quality, structural
condition, and performance. The system generates a set of
maintenance or rehabilitation strategies by evaluating the
overall pavement condition and determining the set of probable
deteriorating causes.

A knowledge-based expert system is being developed for quality
assurance of concrete at the construction site. It can run on a
microcomputer. Its main purpose is to help users identify
problems causing deterioration in the quality of concrete, but it
can also be used to calculate the compressive strength of
concrete for a specified concrete strength, or select the
proportions of a normal weight concrete mix, or predict the
values of slump, air content, and 2 8-day compressive strength on
the basis of known quantities of constituent materials for normal
weight concrete. Another expert system can be used for the
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preliminary design of reinforced concrete structures. Yet
another expert system is being developed for diagnosing and
repairing cracks in cast-in-place concrete structures.

Expert systems and computer-aided design are being integrated to
improve construction planning. One such system, Know-Plan, can
automatically generate construction plans. It has six modules
for: 3D modeling, knowledge and data storage and manipulation,
dynamic sequencing, interactive sequence modification,
conventional scheduling, and visual simulation. Another expert
system, X-Pert, was developed for construction scheduling. Yet
another expert system, AVOIDS (Visually Oriented Intelligent
Decision Support system) , is being developed for construction
coordination. It will provide a visually-oriented project
coordination language common to the entire project team. It will
provide team members with easy access to important project
information, with access to information through hypertext- like
links. Information types can be CAD models, graphics, database
reports, text files, spreadsheets, computer images, video images,
etc. Coordination is achieved through a coordination base model
knowledge base and an inference engine. Another expert system is
being developed for generating construction schedules,
incorporating a subset of the acquired knowledge using object-
oriented and rule-based approaches. The different modules that
contain the knowledge interact via a blackboard architecture.

Expert systems have been developed for construction contracting.
One system is used for contractor prequalification, which is a
process of determining a candidate contractor's competence.
Another expert system, for construction contract claims (CGS -

Claims Guidance System), was developed at the U.S. Army
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory. It includes such
issues as: final payment, notice requirement, prejudice to
government, government action, contract provision type,
acceptable and prudent assumptions. The CGS could be modified
for use by the FHWA for road construction.

An expert system developed to evaluate final covers for hazardous
waste landfills might be modified for use in road construction
(especially for medians or earth hills at the roadside) . It
includes rules concerned with subsidence, erosion potential,
layer interactions, drainage, water migration, cover design, etc.

The Kentucky Bridge Analysis System (KYBAS) is a framework of
interacting expert systems for the structural analysis and design
of highway bridges. Another expert system is being developed for
bridge monitoring, i.e., to use the dynamic response from normal
vehicle loading to provide an early warning system of collapse.
Yet another expert system, the Bridge Fatigue Investigator (BFI)
is being developed to evaluate bridge fatigue. The BFI suggests
where to inspect for fatigue damage, how severe the damage is.
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and the alternatives to be considered.

For construction equipment applications, CRANE is an expert
system for optimal tower crane selection and placement on the
construction site. An expert system, in conjunction with
sensors, is being developed for the push-loaded earthmoving
scraper. The objective is to obtain optimum production for a
fleet of scrapers and pushers. Another expert system is being
interfaced to a simulation package to create an integrated system
for planning and analyzing earthmoving operations. The system
chooses the optimum earthmoving system from several alternatives;
then the simulation module uses the data provided by the expert
system and the user to model and analyze the operation.
Parameters considered in selecting the most appropriate equipment
include: haul distance; material type (tough soil or rock, or
soft soil) ; rock size; haul road conditions; underfoot
conditions; and adverse grades. The system selects one or more
of: scraper, bulldozer, truck-shovel combination. Another expert
system is used to plan and control earthmoving operations with a
larger set of equipment. The integrated simulator steps include:
definition of distance and slope between cut and fill area;
calculation of travel times (cycletimes) for hauling equipment;
simulating daily production (considering operating factors and
breaks) ; calculating the duration for one section (considering
shrink and swell factors and quantitative constraints in the cut
and fill areas) ; move to the next section in either the cost or
the fill area, or both.

Expert systems have been developed for the diagnostic maintenance
of coal mining systems. Similar systems could be designed for
diagnostic maintenance of road construction and maintenance
vehicles.

An expert system has been developed for process planning for
automated stone cutting. The system has expert knowledge about
fabrication techniques and an understanding about which resources
can be used interchangeably for executing different tasks.

Intelligent Databases And Program Management Systems

There is some overlap in this category with expert systems
applications, but the techniques are generally different from
rule-based systems. For example, research is being conducted on
object-oriented programming (OOP) for robotic excavation. The
OOP is used for rapid prototyping of software, in this case for
force-cognitive excavation (i.e., the control of a digging
process in response to forces that develop between the excavator
and the soil. Another OOP data module and knowledge-based
construction management modules is being developed for
integrating design, construction scheduling, and cost estimating.
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An OOP is being used for warranting roadside safety hardware
(guard rails, bridge rails, crash cushions, etc.)* An OOP
simulation system has been designed to integrate specific
construction knowledge into construction process planning (which
involves the selection of construction methods and the allocation
of resources to achieve certain field operations while satisfying
process constraints such as production, soil condition, and
resource availability. SEACONS (SEAbee CONstruction Simulation)
is another simulation for construction planning and control. It
can be adapted for FHWA highway applications.

There is an integrated airfield pavement management system
(lAPMS) in use which combines pavement engineering, database,
forecasting, and budgeting tools in a comprehensive, interactive
system for the planning and management of airfield pavement
maintenance and rehabilitation. The lAPMS could be adapted for
road pavement maintenance and rehabilitation applications.

There is a database program for preparing and reporting concrete
mix designs. Functions include: selection of design mix
parameters, design of concrete mix, viewing and reporting mix
designs. Another database is designed for tunnel planning and
estimating, to collect and organize tunnel construction data.

There are studies of automated construction work packaging
systems, especially data modeling and knowledge representation.

COMEDI (concurrently Multi-modal Engineering Database Interface)
aids engineering interactions with database management systems by
providing: multiple modes of query formulation which are
simultaneously available; various query formulation modes
contributing to the formulation of a single query; each mode
updating its query formulation information to correspond to query
components entered in other modes; output and correction options
after query is formulated.

A database has been designed for seismic evaluation of the San
Francisco Bay Bridge. A relational database was developed for
long-span highway bridges, with information on about 200 long-
span arch, cable-stayed, suspension, girder, and truss bridges.
Information on each bridge includes: general substructure;
superstructure; bid; construction; cost; performance; and
rehabilitation/reconstruction aspects. The New Mexico Sate
Highway Department is implementing computer aided software
designed to automate bridge plans. New software has been
developed for highway bridge rating and fatigue life analysis.

A computer aided rigging design system has been developed. The
first version of the software performs initial crane equipment
selection, sizing, and analysis for specific heavy lifts, and it
checks rigging plans developed by other groups.
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There are microcomputer programs used for heavy construction
equipment productivity and cost evaluation. The programs: select
the most productive equipment for a job (including earthmoving
operations for highway construction) and ranking equipment by
productivity rate and cost; estimate the unit cost or bid price
for work produced by each equipment selected, or for any other
equipment specified by the user; provide analysis of the bidding
history and actual costs of previous jobs to allow the estimator
to benefit from previous experience. Output includes: the type,
code, capacity, and production of each equipment selected; the
volume of earth moved for each section of the project; unit cost
of the operation; total cost of the job. The user can input,
from a menu, project conditions such as: management conditions,
operators skills, job demands, size of project, type of soil or
rocks, depths of cut, angles of swings, haul roads description,
job accessibility, cost and type of fuel used, weather, wages,
overhead, and profit rates. Equipment analyzed includes:
draglines, power shovels, backhoes, hydraulic shovels, wheel
front-end loaders, crawler front-end loaders, motorized scrapers,
towed scrapers, wheel bulldozers, crawler bulldozers, highway
trucks, and off-highway trucks. There is another computer
assisted system for construction robot implementation logistics,
to assist a construction firm in robot assignment scheduling.
The prototype software was developed in HyperCard and QuickBasic
on the Apple Macintosh microcomputer. The military is also
developing a computer-aided technique for planning, designing,
estimating, and scheduling for horizontal construction, including
earthmoving

.

An intelligent, distributed database management system, in
conjunction with a traffic engineering knowledge-base system, is
being developed for signal maintenance. The database includes:
intersection geometric data, intersection traffic volume, traffic
signal control hardware, arterial signal timing plan,
intersection signal timing, intersection hardware maintenance,
maintenance schedule record, and accident reports.

Hypertext is a database with active cross references and it
allows users to jump to other parts of the database as desired.
A hypertext database was developed for the construction
inspection of asphalt paving.

A real-time project tracking system is being designed. The
system charges costs, manhours, and quantities of work in place
at the time it occurs, and it includes a detailed work breakdown
structure. Data is transferred from the field into the system in
near real-time. Field data entry can be via digitizer template,
bar coding, or voice recognition.

Geographic information systems are being considered for use in
pavement management systems and sign management systems. The
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pavement management system includes information on; pavement
types, functional classification of the highway, types of
rehabilitations, costs, and pavement condition evaluation. The
sign management system includes such information as: sign
location, video freeze picture with message and environmental
context, costs, work order generation.

SUMMARY

The technology of automation/robotics for road construction,
maintenance, and operations is ripe. Many systems are under
development in many places. Virtually all of the necessary road
construction/maintenance functions can be aided by automation or
robotics. Few systems, however, are operational. Previous
research and development, such as accomplished by the military or
building construction industry, can be profitably leveraged by
the FHWA in its automation/robotics development program.
Demonstrations of useful, cost/effective automation/robotics for
road construction, maintenance, and operations, using modified
systems from other government agencies, private industry, and
academia, can be performed within one or two years.
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